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In this paper, empirical tests of a dynamic urban growth model 

are discussed. It i-s assumed that population change in any urban region 

is a function of the population size of the urban centres in the system 

and of the distances between them. A set of linear equations is 

simultaneously estimated by a least squares procedure. The parameters 

of the model; the equilibrium population of each urban region, the 

rate of natural increase, and the propensity to migrate between urban 

regions, are claculated from the regression coefficients. By estimating 

a series of equations at different times, a set of parameter estimates 

are obtained. The parameter estimates fluctuate erratically. Recommenda-

tions for further resear~h include the redefinition of the model, and of 

the urban system. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

I.l INTRODUCTION 

;Recently, Batty (1972, 44) identified two maJor problems of 

present models of urban growth. He suggested that these models need to 

be disaggregated to include microeconomic· factors, amd that the concept 

of a static equilibrium must be replaced by that· of dynamic dis

equilibrium. He argued that dynamic models increase understanding of 

the complex processes of change underlying urban structures, as well as 

providing a better basis for short-term forecasting. 

This research is addressed to the second problem identified by · 

Batty. A dynamic model of population growth has beeri developed by 

Papageorgiou (1971), in which the rate of growth of the population of 

an urban region is a function of the deviation of the population from 

the equilibrium population of the region. The changing disequilibrium 

of each urban region determines its rate of population growth. It is 

an aggregated model in which the populations of urban regions are 

treated as masses of homogeneous individuals, distinguished only by 

their location in a particular region (Papageorgiou, 1971). 

In this r.eport, the results of several empirical tests of this 

model are discussed. Regression analysis of population and employment 

data for Southwestern Ontario is used to answer several questions 

concerning the adequacy of the model and the behaviour of different 

1· 
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parameters of the urban system throu~h time·. How well does the m9del 

describe the patterns of population growth of an urban system? Are the 

parameters of the model stable? . If they are not stable, what trends are 

evident in their behaviour? Can different patterns of growth be 

identified at different levels of the urban hierarchy? 

A.brief survey of the literature of. population growth models is 

presented in the remainder of this chapter, while the problems of 

defining and of estimating the model are discusse~ in Chapters Two and 

Three. The results of the empirical tests are presented in Chapter 

Four, and Chapter Five includes recommendations for further modifications 

of the model. This is a prelimina~y testing of a very complex model. 

The results should be judged with consideration for the paucity of 

available information concerning the dynamic behaviour of urban systems. 

I.2 LITERATuRE REVIEW 

According to Czamanski (1964), there are three models of urban 

growth. The first is the economic base multiplier model in.which the 

growth of export industries generates increased employment. opportunities 

in both export and service industries. Population growth is causE!d by 

the increased flow of migrants, attracted to these economic opportunities. 

Similarly, in the inter~egional and regional input-output model, it. is 

assumed that the transmission of economic impulses between different 

sectors of the economy ·generates patterns of increased employment among 

the regions in the urban system. The resulting migration causes 

population growth. Alternatively, in gravity and pot.ent;ial ~odels, it · 

is assumed that populati~n growth reflects the r~lative size and 
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accessibility of each centre within the system. (Czamanski, 1964). 

A link bebWeen these two explanations of population growth· is 

available in the innovation diffusion literature. If economic growth 

results from the diffusion .of technological innovations, as Schumpeter 

' has·suggested, (Schumpeter, 1967), the process·of diffusion of these 

innovations will give rise to subsequent' patterns of economic and 

population growth. It has been sh~wn that the pattern of diffusion 

of an innovation is largely explained by the size of the urban centres 

among which it spreads, and by their distances from the origin of the 

innovation (Hagerstrand, 1965; Pred, 1971). Thus, the link between 

the gravity models and the economic explana~ions of population growth 

is clear. 

In this ~iterature survey, both theoretical and.empirical studies 

based on the economic base.multiplier model, and on the regional 

and interregional input-output model will.be discussed. 

Then,' a short discussion of the pertinent aspects of the theory of the 

diffusion of innoyations.will be. presented. Finally, the contribution 

of potential and gravity models. to the explanation of population growth 

will be reviewed. 

1.2.1 Economic Explanations 

Several variations of the economic base multiplier model have 

been developed. They all.share certa~n characteristics. It is assumed 

that two types of industries contribute to the growth of employment 

of urban centres. These are 'complementary industries', which realize· 

economies of scale by locating nearby associated industries, for instance, 
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~hemical plants_which locate close to oil refineries. and 'urban 

oriented industries' which exist to serve an urb~n populatio~ 

(Czamanski, 1964, 179). Th~mpson (i968) has emphasized that· a well 

d~veloped inf:r:astr.ucture will attract additional industries to an urban 

centre. In these models, it is assumed that the urban centre is moving 

towards a state of equilibrium, but neither the mechanism by which the 

system reaches equilibrium, nor the definition of equilibrium are 

clearly defined (Czamanski, 1964, 181). Results of Czamanski's em~irical 

tests of his s·tmple five equation model indicated that population growth 

is generated by increased _employment. · On the other hand, t:he implicit 

ass~ption that the numerjcal values of the param~ters may change 

through time but their relative importanc~ will remain constant was 

not supp()rted by his results. This problem has b~en partically resolved 

in Paelinck' s model of urban growth i·n which population growth is 

dependent upon the growth of employment and the level of public 

expenditure. In tqis differential equation model, the values of the 

-param~ters are functions of ~fme~ He was able to· identify four stages 

of urban growth during which the values w~re relatively stable, but 

between which they· varied cons-iderably. (Paelinck, 1970). 

Although_ these theoretical models of the g.rowth of an urban 

centre provide some information concerning. the interrelatioQ.ship between 

.a few variables, the mathematical .difficulties of incorporating more 

variables into these models restricts their application. Simulation 

· models of the urban . growth pro_ces~ have been developed to overcome this 

pro~lem. · In ~imulation models, the mathematical equations do not have 

to be solved', instead the behaviour of the system and of its parameters 
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under different circumstance, · def .. ined by the· numerical values 'With 

which the it~rative process is ~egun, may be observed~. 

Forrest~r has developed one simulation model in which both· 

negative and positive feedback loops are incorporated, however, his 

model, like the previously described _theoretical,. -~els, is aspatial·. · 

It is assumed that the population will.increase as •:me· function of 

employment-growth without consideration of the final location of this 

increased population (Batty~ 1972b). Two other models, the.Lowry and 

TOMM.models, allocate increased population to different zones of the 

urban centre, by treating time and space as dis~rete variabl·es 

(Goldner, 1971). The problems of defining the appropriate zones and 

time periods and correctly clas~ifying industries,. have not yet been 

solved. Furthermore, all these simulation mod~ls are static ~nd the 

relative importance ·of the parameters which are introduced at the . 

. beginning of . th~ iterative process remain unchanged throughout the. 

analysis. Certainly, in· Forrester's model in which u~ban grow~h is 

simulated for perio~s of two hundred years, this is an unreasonable 

·ass~tion. .Despit_e these problems, the simulation models of urban 

growth do incorporate many variables which seem to influence the·rate 

of population growth. The problems of choosing these variables·and 

of ·defining the ·relatio~ships betwe~n them will not be solved however, 

until a better theoretical explanation of urban growth is available. . . . 

In tbe·models of the growth of a single centre which. have been 

previously discussed, space is dichotomized into the urban· centres an~ 

· the world outside, between which it. is assumed there is no significant 

interaction. Similarly, in the interregional and regional input-output 
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models of urban gr_owth, an urban system within which the populatipn 

growth of each centre is dependent largely upon the employment growth 

resulting from the transmission of economic iinpulses among the urban 

centres in the system, is isolated from the world outside. How can 

this system of interdependent r.egions ·be identified? 

Although the spatial arrangement of urban centres ~s explicitly 

considered in cent~al place theory., the effects of other economic 

activities, such as manufacturing, are disregarded. Empirical evidence 

indicates that regional networks of interaction-reflect the distribution 

_of manufacturing and other ecpnom:i.c activities. Hodge concludes that 

the growth rate of employment in Canadian metropolitan areas was best 

explained by,the emp~oyment structure of each area. If the employment 

structure is diversified, with a high percentage of the la~our force 

employed in manufacturing, the rate of employment growth will increase 

more rapidly-(Hodge, 1972). King, Casetti, and Jeffrey (1971) 

hypothesized that the composition of three_groups of American cities 

having similar patterns of unemployment reflected the industrial mix 

of each centre, the patterns-of spatial and structural· linkages among 

them, and the population size of each city. Similarly, after analysing 

such characteristics as the demographic structure of each city, the 

state of their housing markets, and the accessibi~ity.of each centre, 

Galant (1972) concluded, that two regional sys~ems can be identified 

in central Canada. One system (which is incoherent and poorly developed) 

is focussed o~ Montreal, the other is dominated by Toronto. King's 

analysis of the social and economic characteristics o"f Ont~rio and 

Quebec urban centres also indicated that these two regional systems 



Iuid different patterns of growth (King, 1966). Siegel and ~oodyard 

(1971) found that the rate of population_growth of urban centres in 

Ontario was explained by different factors depending upon their 

position in the urban hierarchy. 

1 

The empirical evidence is conflicting but same of the.factors 

which central place· theory postulates should be import;ant explana.tory · 

variables, such as population size, accessibility, an4 employment in 

service industries do contribute significantly-to explanations. of the 

patterns of population and emploYillent growth. These empirical studies 

indicate that other variables, such as industrial mix, are also 

significant. Urban systems within which patterns of population change 

and employment change are similar can be isolated even though the 

structural links among the centres within these systems are not yet 

analysed. 

Urban systems have also been defined by the analysis of input-

output tables ·in which the linkages among industrial sectors are measured 

by coefficients which express.the contribution of each industry's inputs 

to another industry's outputs. Isard and Schooler (1955) analysed the 

·petrochemical industry,. using in~>ut-output tables and larger scale 

tables describing the linkages among all sectors of .the American economy 

have been published. A recent analysis of the economy of Nova Scotia 

. (Czamanski, 1972) indicated th~t ·the Nova Scotia economy is an op_en 

system in which the imports of goods and capital were significanto 

Czamanski c~ented that the volume of leakages from an economic system 

decreases as the input-output table is aggregated a!"though the vol~e . . 

of leakages from the Nova Scotia economy was significant despite the 
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low level of aggregation .of ·the input-output tabl-e used (Czamanski, 

1972). Although _th~ industrial linkages of an economr are specified 

by this analysis, the geographical organization of this system is no.t 

considered. Furthermore, the urban system, as well as the industrial 

sectors of the intput-output table, must be defined before the analysis 

is undertaken •. These.arbitrary clioices can seriously influe~ce the 

conclusions drawn from the input-output table, as Cz~nski demonstra~ed 

by defining three different input-output tables for Nova Scotia 

(Czamanski, 1972). 

Perroux has suggested that economic growth is caused by rapid 

growth in an industrial sector which transmits this growth to other 

sectors by its strong backward and forward linkages. A growth pole 

is defined as a propulsive industry which.increases the rate of growth 

of a complex of related industries through backward and forward 

linkages. These. industries are clustered in economic space which is 

defined by the relationships· between ·industrial sectors, but is · 

independent of geographical space (Perro~, 1964, 130). The transla-

tion of this notion of a growth pole, as a sectoral cluster in -economic 

.space, into the notion of a geographically clustered set of industri"es 

from which economic impulses spread through an ~rban ·system has not · 

been successful. According to Darwent (1969, 21) ·and Lasuen (1971, 8) 

urbanization and in4ustrialization economies are the reasons for 

geographical clusters of industries, how~ver, these two phenomena are 

poorly understood and difficult to measure. Darwent (1969, 21) comments 

that growth pole theory does not explain how the location and spatiai 
. . 

distribution of urban centres affect the.transmission of growth 
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.impulses. 

In both the economic base multiplier model and the inter-

regional input-output model it is assumed that population growth is 

the result of increasing employment, but the creation of new jobs is 

a capital investment extending over long periods of time (Czamanski, 

1964, 197). It is also implicitly assumed that the urban system is 

stable, tending towards a constant state.of equilibrium. Thus, the 

urban system must be stable over the long periods of time which are 

required for the creation of new employment opportunities. Yet, King 
I 

found that the dimensions of the Canadian urban system changed 

significantly in ten years (King, 1967). A theory of urban growth 

must be developed in which the stability of the urban system is not 

assumed. A more dynamic model of economic growth, in which the origins 

and processes of the growth of employment and population are more 

clearly specified is needed. 

1.2.2 Interaction Explanations 

It has been suggested that economic·growth results from the 

initial advantage of a producer who introduces a new product. Thompson 

emphasizes that urban centres with· a well developed infrastructu~e 

·provide an ideal environment within which technological irinovat.ions 

may be launched. ·once the innovation .has been introduced production 

techniques are standardized so that the product may be produced in 

smaller branch plants. The urban centre where the innovation was 

introduced has enjoyed the additional income and.demand generated by 

the innovation (Thompson, 1968)~ Thus, economic growth may be viewed 
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as the process of diffusion of successful innovations. ':fwo patterns 

of innovation diffusion operating at different spatial scales have 

been identified. 

In his seminal study of the spread of new farm practices, 

Bagerstrand (1967) demonstrated that the diffusion of an inhovation 

followed a distance decay function. The rate-of adoption decreased 

with distance from the origin of the innovation,· farm research stations, 

while the date of. adoption was delayed farther from the-research 

stations. At a regional scale, Hagerstrand analysed the spread of 

scientific.information in Eurqpe. He suggested that regional informa

tion networks could be identified. ·At the national level,information 

spread first among the capitals of Europe, then among the regional 

capitals of each country, from which it diffused throughout each 

country (HagerstrS:nd, 1965). A similar patter_n of diffusion is . observed 

in the flow of telephone calls among urb~ centres in Quebec and 

Ontario (Simmons, 1970b). Pred (1971) found that diseases did not 

simply spread around the american ports where they entered the country 

but instead they could be tra~ed down the river sys.tems to the largest 

urban centres from which they diffused into _the surrounding country-. 

side. Simmons (1970a) has commented that the volume uf interaction 

between Canadian provinces, which is measured by interprovincial 

commodity and information flows as well as migration, ·is largely 

-explained by the size of the provinces and their relative -distances 

apart. The importance of distance is. emphasized by the linear 

configuration of the inhabited parts of Canada. Regional networks 

dominate these patterns of interaction. Ban.itistet (197 4) bas rec.ently 
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demonstrated that patterns of change in ·southern Ontario spread out

wards ·from each centre· to its nearest ne.ighbours, rather thari ·down the 

urban hierarchy. 

In the migration literature it is suggested that the volume 

and composition of·migration streams can be explained by three. factors; 

the characteristics of the migrant, of the origin, and of the potential 

destinations (Isard, 1960, 54). D .. S. Thomas (1938) commented that · 

generalizations about migrants were impossible but she concluded that 

·you~ adults were most likely to migrate. Olsson {i96Sa) found that 

several personal·characteristics, including income. and age were good 

predictors of .the length.of migration. Other socioe¢onamic cha

racteristics, such as occ.upation~ duration of resident, stage in the 

life. cycle, and level of education have been used by other researchers 

in England and Canada to explain both .the length of migration and the 

migrant's initial propensity to migrate ·(Simmons and Baker, 1972; 

Stone, 1971; Cordey-Hayes·and Greave, 1913). 

SimUarly,.the characteristics of ·the or::J;gin and of the 

. destination of migration streams .have been investigated. Lansing and. 

Mueller (1967) concluded: that migrants were not pushed out of their 

origins by poor economic conditions, but migrated to areas where they 

perceived economic opportunities for increased.wages and salariesa 

Nelson (1959) emphasized that migrants chose destmaticns about which 

they.had information from friends and relatives. Olsson (1965a) found 

that the length of migration was best explained· by the population size 

·of both the migrant '.s origin and destination and. the distance between 

them. Other measures of the attraction of different urban centres 
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such as ~conomic diversity, and centrality ~!thin the urban system, 

have been suggested by Woodyard (1970), Hi;J.l (1970), and Cordey-Hayes 

(1973). Yet, ~ordey-Bayes and Greave (1973, 8) commented that popula

tion size is.an adequate surrogate by which the intrinsic attractiveness 

of an. urban centr~ may be measured •. 

Empirical studies indicate that the major m~tivation for 

migration is the desire to enjoy improved economic oppor~unities which 

are most likely in larger cities. Thus, the volume and composition of 

migration streams· may ~e accounted for by the population size of t~e 

migrant~s origfn and subsequent destination, as well as the distance 

between them. According to Pred, .(1973),these factors also influence 

the pattern of diffusion of innovations which result in economic and 

population growth • 

. The gravity model is a model of interaction in which population 

size and distance are explicitly considered. Zip£ first proposed this 

model~ remarking that population c~ntres attracted migrants in relation 

to their values of P /D because of ·the costs· .of obtaining informat~on 

about events at a distance and the costs of migration. He notes that 

the number of passengers travelling.from an urban region ito a 

destination j is best calculated from the following formula, . 

= (Zipf, 1949, 396) 

This model of interaction has been widely applied in the 

·geographical li~erature, where several modifications have· been . 



proposedo Olsson (1965b 9 55) emphasized that the measurement of 

population size must reflect only the-populations which are actually 
. . 

interacting, ~herefore, population sizes haye been weighted to express 

the propensity of each population to interact. Exponents have been 

applied to distance measures to express the ~ecreasing friction of 

each unit of distance as the distance between regions i and j. increaseso 

The most general ·gravity model is, 

(Olsson, .1965b, 56). 

Another modification suggested by Stouffer was that the number 

of people moving·a certain distance is proportional to the number of 

opportunities at that distance and inversely proportional to the inte~-

v~ning opportuniti~s between them (Olsson, 1965b, 64). Olsson (1965b, 

65) comments·that Stouffer ~simply replaced the measurement of physical 

di$tance with a measure of social distance. Furthermore 9 no operational 

definit_ion of intervening opportunities is available., 

In their reviews of gravity models both Olsson and Isard note 

that the definitions of population. and distance in the gravity model 
. . . 

have not beeri clearly sp~cifiedo Intuitively,·it seems that measures 

o·f social distance, rather than straight _line distance, are more 

accurate reflections of·the functional distance between centres, 

however," the results obtained using social distance are not. significantly 

.~ifferent from those obtained-using straight line distances. Perhaps 
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the ~tra work involved in computing social distances is not justified 

(Olsson,_l965b, 43) •. Similarly, the problem of defining the appropriate. 

population measure has not been resolved. 

Olsson (1965b, 27) noted that the gravity model provides an 

adequate measure of the inter~ction between ce~tres only for interaction 

over l~ng dist~nces. There are mathematical problems caused by a small 

denominator in the gravity model. Also. the economic rationale fat the 

inverse relationship be~een population and distance seems to app:J_y 

only when the costs of overcoming distance are significant-a 

This hypothesis ha-s been supported by .empirical studies in 

which the gravity model has been fitted to ·migration data. Ols$on 

_fitted Swedish migration_ data to the logarithmic form of the gravity 

model, 

= log K -blog Dij (Olsson, 1965b, 35) 

··Investigating the values of the distance exponent, b, he concluded 

that the friction of distance was much larger. for places at lower lev:els 

.in the hierarchy.· S~larly, Lowry. attempted to expla~n ·the patterns 

of migration flows by weighting population figures both by the h~urly 

manufactur_ing wage in- each region and by its- rate of unemployment. 

Be estimate~ the following equation, 

= a0+a11og Li + a2log Lj + a~log Dij + a41og u1 

+ aslo·g Uj + a 61og wi + a71og wj (Lowry, 1966, 15) 
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Distance was not a significant predictor qf total interaction between 

pairs of places, however, it significantly contributed to the explana-

tion of the. volume o~ flows in eacl;l direction (Lowry, ·1966) • 
. . 

Modifying the Rogers matrix model of interregional migra·tion, 

Wilson (1972) developed a gravity model of migra~ion flows'which 
. . 

incorporates birth and survival Tates. He suggests· t~at migration 

and demographic models can be disaggregated and applied to small a~eal 
. . 

unit~ such as the 'analysis ZQnes of ·some urban study area' • Yet, 

the major assumption of th~ gravity model is that the population is 

an undifferentiated mass. Warntz (1965, 5) commented, 

"In e~sence, the assumption is that people exert 
an influence at a distance which in many instances 

·varies directlywith the size·of the PC?Pulation 
and inversely with the dista1;1ce from it ••• A 
population is positionaily most accessi~le ·at that 
place it occupies, and other things being equal,. 
an increase in distance serves to decrease 
acce•sibility". · 

Thus, Isard (1960,_ 515) suggests that it is not valid to disaggregate 

population masses. into. groups having different propensiti~s .. to . intera.ct. 

Recently, two explanations ·of the gravity model have been 

$dvanced. Using statisticai mecha~cs, Wilson· (1968) proved that the 

distribution of flows generated by the. gravity model was .the most 

probable distribution given. the analystis knowledge of the urban system •. 

Alt~rnatively, Neidercorn and Bechtolt (1969·) demonstrated that the · · 

distribution of trips which maximizes the utility of trip-making of a 

·homogeneous population was beat described by the gravity model. 

Suzanne Evans showed that in .the limit the gravity model_ genera.ted the 
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same distribution of trips as the Herbert Stevens bid rent model in 

which the utility of all householders was maximised (Senior and Wilson, 

1973) • In·both explanations, the definitions of the budget and time 

constraints of the gravity model strongly influenced the solu:t:ion. 

These results underline Olsson's (1956b, 50) comment that.a·theoretical 

explanation of the gravity model is possible, 

"for those interactions which are reflexive in the 
sense that they depend on maintenace of earl~er 
personal contact. That kind of interaction can 
easily be exemplified by telephone calls and 
migration, where the cost of maintaining the 
contact is a clear function of the distance 
separating the two interacting objects". 

Yet, the gravity model; like the economic models of population 

growth, is a static equilibrium model in which the system ~f centres 

.and the patterns of interaction of these centres are assumed to be stable 

throughout the period of analysis. Batty (1972a) has recently attempted 

to define a dynamic model of population growth using simulation 

techniques. Peaker (1971) has defined the conditions under which 

balanced and unbalanced growth will occur by analysing the growth of 

capital and labour in a two region model. He concludes that once a 

pattern of unbalanced growth is initiated, the system. will not return 

to a state of balanced growth. These models and the economic model of 

population growth developed by Paelinck (1970) are examples of the Vf!!ry 

few attempts to dynamically model population growth. 

The simplicity of the gravity model is one of ~ts major 

adv.antages. Operational d~finitions of the variables can be established, 

the ~ata required by the model are available, and the model is . 
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mathematically tractable. The failure of the econOlil!ldc explanations of 

population growth is partially caused by the large number of variables 

included in these ~odels.· The theory of economic growth is not well 

developed, therefore'· the .importance o~ different variables cannot be 

determined nor can the operational definitions of these variables be 

stated. The complex mathematical relationships amQng these variables 

cannot be defined, nor are they mathematically tractable. Thus, two 

conceptual frameworks are availabl~e within which the process of 

population growth may be analysed. The operationalization of· either 

of these approaches is not easy, but it is at least possible to obtain· 

results with the gravity model. 

I.3 SUMMARY 

This cu.rsory review of the literature of urban growth has 

indicated three major· areas where further research is required. Both 

the economic and interaction ~planations of urban growth require 

better theoretical explanations of· the·actual process of growth, how 

it is initiated and how it is spread so that the variables can be 

better defined. Another major problem .is the lack of knowledge of the 

patterns of interaction among urban regions. How are growth impulses 

transmitted from one ~egion to a~other? The gravity model measures the 

volume of flows in geographical space, while the input-output table 

measures the interaction among·economic sectors, however, the relation

ship between these two aspec~s of urban growth must be investigated. 

The third major question which remains unanswered is. how urban sy'stems 

behave through time. There has be~n some investigation of the long 
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term changes in the urban system, under the assumption that the system 

tends to equilibrium~ while short run changes have not been extensively 

studied (King, 1966; Berry and Horton, 1970, Chatper 3). 

The research which is discussed in the remainder of this report 

. addresses.itself to this last question. What are the characteristics 

of the dynamic behaviour o·f an urban system. It is assumed that the 

system reacts to the equilibrium state which is a function of time. 

As this literature review has indicated, a clear explanation of the 

economic causes of population growth is not available, therefore, a 

variati~n of the gravity model based on a small number of naive 

assumptions concerning the process of population change has been 

adopted. Three hypotheses will be tested in this analysis. 

Does the gravity model accurately des.cribe the patterns of 

population growth o~ an urban system? The simple assumpt_ions under

lying the gravity model are more likely to successfully describe the 

patterns of population growth than the·more complex economic explana

tions because the variables are more easily specified. Also, · the 

theoretical explanation of. the gravity model which emphasizes the 

importance of inf~rmation flows is more applicable to the analysis. 

of migration flows. 

Secondly, how do the.pa~ameters of the model behave through 

time? Do the parameters vary systematically or do they fluctuate 

randomly? . ·From the behaviour of ·the parameters of the model, the 

reaction of the urban system to the changing equilibrium state may be 
inferred. 

The third questio~ concerns the variation in growth patterns 
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at different levels in the urban hierarchy. Simmons {1970b) and 

Woodyard and Siegel (1971) identified different patterns of interaction 

and employment growth at different levels of the hiera~~hy •. Thus, it 

is.hypothesized that the parameter values of the model will have 

different patterns·of variation at different levels of the ur~an 

hierarchy. 

The dynamic behaviour of an·urban system is very poorly investigatedo 

Any additional information about both the process of. ~rban gr.owth, and 

the. methodology necessary for its analysf.s which is yielded by this study 

Will be valuable. At the least, this research will indicate pr~blems 

involved with this approach to the problem of population change. 



CHAPTER II 

DERIVATION OF THE MODEL 

II.l ASSUMPTIONS 

The fundamental assumption of this model is dynamic disequilibrium. 

It is assumed that the rate of change of. the population of an urban 

region is regulated by deviations from the region's state of equilibrium. 

In most models of spatial structure, an equilibrium pattern at one point 

in time is simulated and the patterns generated under different equi

librium conditions are then compared (Batty, 1972b, 152). In this model 

attention is focussed upon the process whereby the system reacts to 

different equilibrium states by assuming that the state of equilibrium 

changes through time. A state of equilibrium prevails when there is 

no migration either into or from an urban region. Thus,· the rate of 

population change of ~ny urban region during a single time period is 

some function of the deviation of its population size from the equi

librium population (Papageorgiou, 1971). If the equilibrium population 

is exceeded, the rate of population change will decrease, alternatively 

the rate of change will-increase if the deviation from equilibr~um 

increases positively. 

In the short run, the rate of population change of an urban 

region is primarily accounted for by migration, although natural increase, 

the surplus of births over deaths, contributes significantly to 

population change in the long run (Isard, 1960, 53}. In this model, 

20 



the pa~tern of population change over short periods of time will be 

analysed since the state of equilibrium which governs the system's 

behaviour i$ constantly,changing. Consequently, changing migration 
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patterns significantly contrib~te to _the explanation of changing patterns 

of population change. The measurement of the volume of migration 

streams is affected by the definitions of the urban system and of the 

urban regions within that system. It is implicitly assumed that an 

urban system can be identified, however, no ·cr-iteria for its definition 

are established. 

II.2 DERIVATION 

In the most general case, migration between the urban system and 

the world outside, as well as migration among the urban regions within . 

the system is considered. Thus, 

1. = rii (P)+ ~ (y j 
1

s ~:ji(p (P)-P 
1
)Pj-y s-vij (P (P)-P )P ) 

. j :/:i J i ij ij j j i 

+mi (P) 

where :P
1 

is the rate of population change per unit time, n1 (P.) is the 

natural increase· of region i, mf(P) ~s the net migration between region 
. -vji = 

_i and the world outside, and the middle term, .l (yjisji (P1 (P)-P1 )Pj 
-Vij = . . J;'l 

-y1jsij (Pj(P)-Pj)Pi), measures the net_migration to region i from all 

the other urban regions in the system. Net migration is-dependent upon 

the difference between the eq~ilibrium population, P1(P), an~ the ~ctual 

population at each centre, Pi, as well as the propensity to migrate 
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from region i to any other region, y ij • The volume of th~ migration 

stream from region i to. region j also varies inversely with the distance 

between them, sij' transformed by _the elasticity of distance, v1j. The 

rate of change. of population of region i is defined by equation 2 if a 

' closed system _in which there is no interaction between the system and 

the world outside is assumed, 

2. = 

Before either of these equati~ns may be empirically tested, the 

functions, ni (P), mi (P), and. Pi (P) must be specified. Two definitions 

of each of these functions have be-en developed. In the . first in~tance, 

the natu~al increase of region 1, ni(P), i~ assumed ·to be a constant 

proportion of the total population of ·the region. Similarly, the 

equilibrium :population· is a constant proportion of the population, 

throughout the time_ period over which it is estimated. Thus, 

3 .. = 

4. =' P1 (P) = = P1 , a constant 

where Bi' is a constant. Alternatively, the equilibrium population of 

region 1 is the demographic potential of the region which is defined 

as, 



5. p" (P) 
i 
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in which o1 and e:i are constants whieh must be.estimated for each region. 

In equation 6, the equilibrium population depends upon botJ:t the d·istribu-

tion and arrangement of population within the urban system. The natural 

increase of region i; n1(P), also varies when it is defined accord~ng 

to equation 6. 

6. = 

P1 is the population of region i corresponding to no migration between the 

region and the world outside. Pi' is not necess.arUy the region's 

equilibrium population, Pi. 

The net. migration from·. the world outside is first defined as a 

co~stant proportion of the deviation of the act.ual ·pqpulation from the 

equilibrium population. 

7~ 
I . 

m1 (P) = 

where yi measures the propensity ·to migrate to regi~n i from the world 

outside the urban system. Alternatively, the net migration is defined 

as, 

8. 
.. 

~i (P) 



Here, the net migration from the world outside·is a function of ·the 

propenSity to migrate both to r~gion i from the world outside. 
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The deviation between P1 , and Pi regulates the amount of net migration 

between the region and the world outside. It is assumed that the 

world outside acts as a sink, capable of absorbing any number of mi~rants. 

From these al.ternatives, a family of equatiOns ·defining the rate 

of population change of a region can be produced (see Table 1). Un

fortunately, after examination of these equations only the following 

proved mathematically tractable, 

9. 

This is the most simple model of the p~pulation change of an urban region 

·in a closed system, wh~re the equilibrium population is constant over 

. the. period of es.timation and the natural increase is a constant propor

tion of the population. A diff~rence equation was derived from equation 

11, 

10. = 

where, 

11. AP1 . = P -P i,t+l i,t 
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TABLE 1 

FAMILY OF EQUATIONS 

=:• •. . . -vji = . -vij = 
i (P) . pi " . llli+j~i(yji8ji (Pi-Pi)Pj-yij8 ij (Pj-Pj)pi) 

=• i (P) 

" .i (P)' 

Q 

pi !::= 

• 
p = 

i 

pi = 

. -vji. -lJ .. ·. . -Vij. . . . -1.1 . . 
fliP i+ ~i (yji sj i ((lSi +e:i~P jsij )-P i)P j-y ijsij Wj+e:j~Pjsij )-Pj )Pi) 

j j . ·. . j . 

- -vji = aovij = . 
B1.(P1-P1)P1+ L +yjisji (P1-P1)Pj·-Y s (Pj·-Pj)P1 ) 

jrJi ij. ij 

. -vji .,.lJ . -vij 
lli (Pi-P i)P i +j~i (y j i sj i ( (6i+e:iiP j sij )-:-P i)P j-y :lj s:lj 

-)J 

(.(~j+ej !Pj sij )-Pj )P 1) 
j 

Table 1 Continued •••••• 
N 
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==• i(P) 
. 
pi 

/ 
' i(P 

.~ _ .. 
• 
pi 

' m1 (P 

=, 
i(P) 

• 
pi 

• 
pi 

OPEN SYSTEM 

• 

== 

= 

= 

-vji = .-vij = . 
BiP1+ I (yjisji (Pi-P1)Pj-y1jsij (Pj-Pj)P1)+y1(P1\P1) 

j~i . 

). -vji -ll . -v1j 
I\P1+j71 (y j1 s j1 ({61+£1IP js1j )-P 1)P j-y 1j s1j 

'{' -p -p 
((6 j+£j { 1s 1j )-P j )P 1)+y {:(61+£1 ~p j s 1j )-P 1 ) 

- . -v j i = -v.ij =. . = 
e1(P1-P1)+j~1(yj1sj1 (P1-P1)Pj-y1js1j (Pj-Pj)P1)+y1(P1-P 

. -vj.i -p . -vij 
B1 (P1-P1)+). (yjisji ((6i+£1IPjsij)-P1)Pj~Yijsij j~i j . 

' -p 
((oj+£jiPjsij)-Pj)P1) 

j 

N 

"' Table 1 . Continued • .•••. 
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OPEN SYSTEM 

=t 
i(P) 

n 
mi(P 

= 
i(P) 

i(P) 

0 

pi = 
-vji = . -vij 

fliP i+j~/Yjisji (Pi-P i)Pj-Y ijsij (P j-P j )Pi) 

+y 1., (Pi (P)-P i)~y .oi (Pi-P i)P i 

. • . -vj i . . -ll -vij 
Pi = B1P1-t}:. (yji8 ji ((<Si+e:iLPj 8 ij)-Pi)Pj-yi ' 8 ij 

j~i . j ~ 

-p . . -p -
((6j+ejJsil j)-P j )P i+y i· ((6i+e:iJsijp j )-P i)-y i. (Pi-P i)P i 

= 
_ -v j :1. = _ . · -Yij • _ _ · _ 

f!i (Pi-P i)+j~i (y jisji (Pi-P i)P j-y ijsij (Pj-P j )Pi) 
• 
pi 

= -+y i. (P 1-Pi)-y 1. (Pi-P i)P i 

pi = 
- -Vji . =lJ . =Vij 

Bi (Pi-Pi)+ l (Yjisji ((6i+e:ilPjsij)-Pi)Pj-'Yijsij 
j~i j 

~ -p '\' -p -
( (6j+e:jLPjSij )-Pj )Pf)+y:L ( (6i+e:iLSijPj )-Pi)-Y:l. (Pi-Pi)Pi 
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N ....... 



12. = 

13. = P1 (P) = Pi , a constant 

14. = 

After collecting terms, 

15 •. ·= 

The general form of this equation is,. 

16. 

in which, 

17. 

and 

18. 

= 

= 

= 
-vji -vi. 

Y s -y s J 
ji ji ij ij 

28 
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therefore, 

19. 
I 

= ·-C 
ji 
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Equation 18 is .estimated by least squares analysi.s to obtain estimates 

of the matrices,.£. and £ 1
•
1 

The parameter values, B1 ,. P1 , and yij' are 

calculated from these estimates. Before discussing the estimation 

procedure, a short discussion of the significance and possible inter-

pretations of the model's coefficients will be presemted. 

II.3 INTERPRETATION 

The contributions of three difference sources of population 

change are evaluated by the coeffi~ients of equation. 15. The first 

coefficient, Cii' measures the population change resulting from the 

difference between the natural increase of the population of region i 

and the loss of population to other regions by migration. The number 

of migrants to region i from all other regions iri the system is 

evaluated by the second set of coefficients, c1j •. The t~ird term, 
I . . . . 

Cij' is the most difficult term to·substantively interpret. In this 

coefficient, the presence of attributes which influence the propensity 

to migrate, between any pair of regions is measured~ This term cannot 

be successfully interpreted unt;Ll the model is empirically tested·. 

Four parameters will be estimated from this mmdel.' The growth 

of population caused by natural.increase, Bi, the equilibrium populati~n, 

1. 
All matrices and vectors will be identified by underlining. 
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= 
Pi, the propensity to migrate between .any reglon in the system, y ij, 

and the friction of distance, vij• According to Batty (1972a) the 

calibration of parameters· such ·as the friction of distance has been 

poorly investigated in the geographica~ iterature. Certainly, nuinerical 

values are arbitrarily assigned to these parameters in many urban models~ 

Of these parameters, perhaps equilibrium population is the most poorly 

defined concept. In this analysis, the equilibrium city size is 

calculated within the :model, rather than subjectively defined. Similarly, 

the propensity to migrate.between urban regions an~ the friction of· 

distance between them are derived from the model, which may be applied 

to any urban system. This is a model of population change developed 

from simple assumptions describing the dynamic behaviour of· an urban 

systemo In the next chapter·, the estimation of this inodel by least 

squares analysis will be discussed. 



CHAPTER III 

ESTIMATION PROCEDtrltE 

III.l INTRODUCTION 

From equation 18, a system of equations describing the. pat. tern 

of population change of each urban r~gion can be defined. F'or a· systeut · 

·composed of only. three centres, the following system of equations 

: describes the pattern of popul~tion change of the urban system at any 

point in time, 

20. 

21. 

22. 

t\Pl 

~p· 
3 

= 

= 

= 

t 
:This is a sys_tem of dependent equations, -since the ~effic:Lents~ cl2" 

' ' Cl3' and c23 , ~ppear in m~re than one equation. Originally, these 

equations were" to be estimated by multiple.linear regression"1 however, 

the dependency of the equations· required simultaneous estimation of 

the coefficientsc The sfmulta~eous least squares procedure wil1 be 

!According to Draper and Smith, (1966, 9), a·~odel is linear or nonlinear 
in the parameters,- ·therefore this is a second order multiple linear 
regression model. 
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described in the next sectio~, then, the-derivation of the parameter 

values from the coefficients will be discussed. Finally, the problems 

associated with this estimation procedure will be reviewed. 

11I.2 LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATION 

In a multiple regression model the following equation is estimated, 

23. ·t = Xb+ e -- . , 

in which Y is a vector of dependent observations, X is a.matrix of 

independent variables, b is a matrix of parameter estimat.es, and .!_ is 

a vector of error terms. The parameter estimates, b, are chosen such 

that the sum of the squared deviations of the observed dependent 

variables, Y, from the estimated values of the dependent variables, · 

Y, is minimized, accord~ng to equa~ion 24 

s = 

The solution is obtained by calculating, 

25. b = 

where x' is the transpose of X, and x-l is the· inverse matrix. The 

estimated values of Y are calculated according to the following 
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"· 
26. y = !!!. 

' ' To insure that the constraint, Cij = Cji' is satisfied, the 

parameter values of the system of equations must be estimated simulta-

neously ._ Initially, it was thought that the. matrix Df paramete~ 

· estimates, · b, could be obtained by first defil).ing the normal equations 

corresponding to each regression eqUa.tion, forming a matrix of_ the sums 

calculated from these normal equations, and solving the resulting 

system of simultaneous equations.·2 However, a more s.imple procedure 

is available. The matrix of independent variables, X, is first re~ 

organised so· that tlie observa.tions from which eac}_l coefficient will be 

calculated are in one column. . ' In the case of the coefficient, c12 , 

this means the observations for city one and for city. two are in one 

. column. Then, the equations are attached on~ beside each other. Thus, 

a matrix of independent variables, consisting of twelve columns and 

3n rows, for a system of three cities, . is defined. this matrix is 

illustrated in Table 2. 

The coefficients of this matrix are estimate!t according to 

equation 25. These estimates are then used to calculate the parameter 

values of the model. 

From Equation 15, 

= 

2For a more· detailed description. ·of this procedure see Appendix I. 
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y 

·Y 3n 

TABLE 2 

DEFINITION OF MATRIX OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 

X 

• • • • •·• ·• • P lnp 2n pl p2 . p3 p2 p3 •••• nnnnn. 
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the set of equations, shot:m in T~ble ·3, is.deffn:ed. The parameter 

values, B1, P1 , and .Y ij, can be calculated fr·om ·this system of· ecp.tations 

1f it is assumed that the fr~ction of· d~stan~e,_ v ij,. is eq:ual to on~ for 

all urban :regions included in the system. Estimates of the rate of 

natural increase, .a1, are obtained by substitution accor~ing to th~ 

following formula, 

27. = 

Similarly, the equi:librium population, Pi, can be estimated by solving 

a system·composed of the fqllowing type of equations,· 

28. = 

If the n'lliDber of centres 'is larger than three, a nonlinear program must 

.be employed to C?alc~late th~s parameter,. since the system of equations 

. ' . 
is overdefined. The number of unique .elements in the matrix f. are; 

29. N = m(m-1)/2 

where N is the total number of unique elements, and m is the number of 

_centres in the. system. I.f the nlimber of centres is great.er than three, 

N is greater than m, therefore, the system is overdefined. The obJective 

function of the nonlinear programme minimizes the·squared devia~ions 

between the estimated values of c'and the value~ calculated acc~rding 
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TABLE 3 

DEFINITIONS OF COEFFICIENTS 

-Vl2= . -V!J= 
ell = Bl-yl·28 12 Pz-Y1J813 P3 

-V21= ;_V2J= 
C22. = B2-y218 21 .Pl-y238 23 p3 

-VJl= . -VJ2= 
C33 = B3-y318 31 Pl-y328 32 p2 

-vzl= 
c12 = Yz18 21 Pl 

c13 
-VJ!= 

= Y318 31 Pl 

Czl 
· · ~v12= 

= yl2~12 p2 

c23 
-VJ2= 

= YJ28 32. P2 

CJl = -VlJ= 
Yl38 13 PJ 

c32 = 
-v23·-. 

y238 23 1'3 

' -v12 -v21 
cl2 = y 128 12 · -y 218 21 

' 
-VlJ -VlJ 

clJ - Yl3813 -y318 31 

' . -V2J -VJ2 
c23 = Y238 23 -y32832 · 
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to equation 28. By repeated ·iterations, estimates of the equilibrium 

population of each centre are calculated. 

=-1 
After substitution of the estimates of Pi , the propensities 

to migrate may be estimated by the following, 

30. = 

The complete set ·of equations for a system of three cities is shown 

in Table 4. 

Although the additional assumption that the friction of distance 

is constant implies only that·the transportation system is uniform 

throughout the urban system, the accuracy of the estimates of the 

' coefficients, £ and£, must be established. In the next section, the 

accuracy and validity of the least squares procedure will be discussed. 

III.3 EVALUATION OF THE ESTIMATION PROCEDURE 

The estimates of the regression coefficients obtained by least 

squares analysis h~ve several pr~perties. They minimize the e~ror sum 

.. of squares, and are linear functions of the dependent variables which 

provide unbiased estimtaes of B. The variance of the.sampling distribu-

tion from which these estimates are drawn is minimized by the least 

squares procedure. According to Draper ~nd Smith (1966, 59) these 

properties are independent of the distribution of the error terms. 

More rigorous assumptions are made in the inferential tests of the 

significance of these est~tes. 



TABLE 4 

EQUATIONS DEFINING PARAMETERS OF THE.MODEL 

- t =-1 =-1 
s1 = c11-c21-c31 cl2 = c21Pl -C12P2 

B2 c22-cl2-c32 
I =-1 =-1 

= cl3 = c31Pl -c13P3 

BJ c33-c13-c23 
I =-1 =-1 . = C23 = c32P2 -c23P3 

=-1 
Y21. = C128 21P1 

=-1 
'YJl = ci38 31P1 

=-1 
Y12 = c218 12P2 

. =-1 
YJ2 = c23832~2 

. =-1 
YlJ = c318 13P3 

=-1 
Y2J = c328 2JP3 
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In the tests of significance of the coeJ;ficient of determina-

2· 
tion,!, which measures the percentage of the variance which is 

explained by the analy_sis, ·and of the hypothesis that ~he regression 

coefficients are significantly different from zero, it is assumed that 

the error terms are normally distributed and are independent of each 

other. Furthermore, it is assumed·. that the values· of the independent~ 

variables are drawn from sampling distributio~s which are norina.lly. · 

distributed. None of these assumptions is satisfied in this model. 

The sampling distribution of the independent· variables cannot be 

established since only one population_value is pos~ible at each point 

in time. 

There is also multicollinearity among the !~dependent variables. 

According to Johnston (1960, 201) 

"This is the name given to the general problem which 
arises when ·some ·or all of the explanatory variables 
in a relation are so highly correlated one with.another 
that it.becomes very difficult, if not inlpossible, to 
disentangle their separate-influences and obtain a 
reason~bly precise estimate of their relative effects.· 

One of the basic assumptions of this model is that the size and spat.ia1 

arrangemE]!nt of the urban region_s will influence the pattern of popula

_tion change of each region. Thus, the problem of multicoilinearity is 

implicit· in the model, however, this does not significantly affect the 

numerical estimates of the coefficients. It increases the standard 

error of estimate, by which the signific'ance of these estimates are 

tested, and may increase the coefficient of determination. If the 

estimates are significantly different from zero, despite multi

collin~rity, Johnston (1960~ 202) suggests that theproblem may.be 
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· disregarded. 

Autocorrelation is a more serious problem. lf the model is 

accurate, the residuals should not .. be spatially or temporally independent. 

It is assUmed that the pattern of populat~on growth at one centre is 

accOUJ;lted for by·the pattern of growth. of other centtes. Similarly, 

the pattern of residuals_through time is not randoms since the popula

tion change in one time period is explained by the size of the population 

in the previous time period. If the population chaoge in one time period 

is seriously underestimated, it is likely that subsequent estimates will 

also be low because the model does not include some factor which is 

influencing the pattern of population growth. Alth•gh, the temporal 

'autocorrelation of the residuals can be measured by a Durbin-Wat~on 

test,.and the degree of spatial autocorrelation by a statistic developed 

by Cliff and Ord, (Curry, 1972, 133), their effects can be removed only 

by redefining the dependent variable. Curry (1972) has also commented 

that.the distance parameters of the gravity model, estimated by 

regression analysis,.reflect both the friction of distance and the 

· historical development of th~ landscape where the interaction is 

occurring. Similarly, ·Barry (1972b) has commented that high coefficients 

of determination do not adequately measure the goodness of fit of a 

·regression plane, instead·the sensitivity of parameters, such as the mean 

trip length, are bett.er tests of the degree of fit. He suggested that 

a model in which there are x variables andy parameters·should.be tested 

xY times to determine the sensitivity of the param~~er estimates 

(Batty, 1972b, 164). 

Furthermore, since these equatio.ns have beem estimated 



simultaneously how ~re the degrees of freedom of inferential tests 

d$termined? The coefficients have been estimated for n ·tfme periods 

but for three cities,·and hence, are the degrees of freedom, 3n-l, 

or n-1? There is no discussion of this problem in.the geographical 

applications of regression analysis. 
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To some extent, the assumptions of the estimation procedure are 

incompatible with the assumptions of the theoretical model, but the 

effects of such problems as multicollinearity and autocorrelation can 

be measured. Certainly, least squares estimation of these coefficients 

provideses~imates which minimize t~e deviations of the coefficients 

from the regression plane. 

In.the next chapter, the problems of data selection will be 

discussed before the empirical results are presented. 



CHAPTER IV 

EMPiaiCAL ANALYSIS 

Empirical. tests of the model have been restricted by the limited 

amount of available computer space·.· The patterns· of population change 

of small urban systems composed of only three regions have-been analysed. 

The model has been tested on three sets of data; population and employ

ment data for a system composed of Hamilton, London, and Toronto, and 

employment data for Hamilton, Brantford, and Kitchener. The·selection 

of data and the results of these empirical tests will be discussed in 

the remainder of this chapter. 

IV.l DATA 

The analyses are constrained by the ayailability of data. The 

model should be tested with demographic -data, however, this information 

is not available at frequent intervals in Canada. Consequently, 

employment data which are reported monthly have been substituted for 

pop~lation data •. 

The use of employment data to estimate patterns of migration and 

populati~n change is well documented. Lowry (1966) employed two· variables, 

the size of the civilian labour force and the number of military personnel 

in.American cities, as surrogates for population size. ·Similarly, in 

~he report, Urban Canada, patterns of population growth were estimated 

by first predicting the size of the labour force in Canadian cities., 

42 
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and then calcu~ating the population size.as a perce~age of the labour 

. force (Litbw~ck, 1970). Although, population data would be preferable 

within the structure of the model, employment data· provide a useful 

surrogate for this information. 

The total employment in six industrial groups·was a surrogate 

1 
for population size. The data were _collecte.d from Publication No. 

·72-002, Employment, Earnings, and Hours, published DOnthly by Statistics 

Canada. Information is collected from establishments having fifteen or 

more employees, however, in 1970, the industrial composite of the major 

industrial groups accounted for 56.7% of the total estimated Canadian 

employment (Statistics Canada, 1970). Although, the coverage of this 

series has increased, only eighteen O~tar-io cities bave been covered 

conti~uously between January 1958, and December. 1971. 2 A twenty year 

time period allows the estimation of the model over time periods of 

vary·ing length so that the· rate of change of the optimum population may 

.be observed. The use of employment data also requires that the parameter, 

Bi' be redefined as the rate of growth of employment: in basic ind~stries . 
Which service the urban population, rather than the rate of natural 

increase. 

Some population data were obtained from ce~s information for 

the years, 1951, 1956, 1961, i966, and 197l (Ontari~- Population 

Statistics, 1971). Quarterly estimates. were itlterpolated between these 

five points. Consequently, the population values within the five year 

lThese industries are manufacturing, construction, transportation and 
communication, ·trade, finance, and services (Statistics Canada, 1970). 

2These cities are Ottawa-Hull, St. Catharines, Toronft.O,i Hamilton, Brantford, 
Kitcihener, London, Windsor, Thunder ·Bay, Peterborough. Oshawa, Niagara Falls, 
Kingston, Guelph, Sudbury, Timmins, Sarnia, ·Sault Ste. Marie (Sta-tistics 

. Canada, 1970). 
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intervals increa~e equally at each time period. S~nce po~ulation change 

is the dependent variable,·and the popul~tion sizes are the independent 

variables,· the problems of multicollinearity and autocorrelation are 

increased with these data·. Nevertheless, an empirical test using these 

data was performed. The choice of the sets of three cities was 

governed by the availability of·the employment data. Sets of three 

cities were chosen from the group .of eighteen cities which were con

tinuously reported between 1958 and 1971. 

Two urban hierarchies have been defined in Southern Ontario · 

(Simmons, 1972; Brummell, 1972). Using data describing the volume of 

telephone. calls between urban centres in Ontario, Simmons (1972) 

identified systems of urban centres by assigning a. centre.to the hinter

land of a larger centre if the largest proportion of its telephone calls 

were placed to that centre. Thus, Sarnia, St. Thomas, and Stratford 

are included in the network·which focusses upon London, which is, itself, 

part of the larger regional network centred upon Toronto. Six regional 

.centres focus upon Toronto, London, St. Catharines, Kitchener; Owen 

Sound, Windsor, and Brantford. The proportion of a centre's cal.ls 

which are accounted for by its largest flow vary.significantly, for 

instance, 24.9% of Windsor's long distance residential calls end in 

Toronto, while 54.8% of Barrie's residential calls are destined for 

Toronto (Simmons, 1972, 206). 

Brummell defined a hierarchy on the basis of scores. on two 

principal components, which measured the ·population size of ea~h centre 

and its variety of retail establishments. All the urban centres were 

assumed to be within the urban field of Toronto, therefore, centres such 
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as Windsor which is within the urban field of Detroit~ and Ottawa which 

is strongly linked to Montreal, were excluded. A discriminant analysis 

of ·the preliminary groups identified four levels ~f. t.his hierarchy. 

Toronto is a fourth order centre, while London and.Bamilton are third 

order centres within its urban field. 

Unfortunately, the employment data do not cover many of the 

·urban centres at the lower levels of either of these hierarchies. 

Consequently, Hamilton, London, and To~onto were chosen_as the initial 

set _of cities. A_ ·larger pr.oportion of ·the interaction originating in 

Hamilton and London should end in Toronto than in other urban centres. 

S~ilarly, a second set of cities, Hamilton, Brantford, and Kitchener 

was chosen. Hamilton is the closest third order centre to these two 

second order_centres, therefore, a significant proportion.of their total 

interaction f.lows towards ·Hamilton. 

The problems of sh~fting municipal boundaries were avoided by 

the use of employment and popu~ation data which were collected t~rough-
. ' 

out-~etropolitan Toronto and throughout metropolitan Hamilto~ London, 

Brantford, and Kitchener are smaller ce~tres, therefore statistics are 

3 compiled for the municipalities themselves. 

The analysis of the.patterns of population and employment change 

. of these two ··sets of urban_ centres should identify different patterns of 

cha~ge at different levels of th~urban hierarchy. 

IV .2 REGRESSION ANALYSIS 

The results of the 1 east squares analysis of the employment data. 

3The distances which were calculated from the Ontario 1971 Official Road 
Map are listed in Appendix IV. 
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will be discussed first., 

IV.2.1 Employment Data 

To observe the behaviour of the model's parameters through time, 

a series of regression analyses wer~ peTformed~ The.data was analysed 

for time periods. of varying lengths to determine how rapidly the 

parameters changed., 

The results of the regression analyses are very disappointing. 

Although more than half.the coefficients of determination are si~nificantly. 

different from zero, the level of explanation of the analyses are very 

low. A larger proportion.of the variance·is explained when the length 

of time over which the equatio~s are estimated is increased. This is 

not a c~nsistent trend; as the coefficients of determination for the 

analysis of· five year time periods indicatee Only when quarterly data 

for. the fifteen year period are analysed does the level of explanation 

increase significantly for both urban systems., The high coefficient of 

determination for the Brantford, Kitchener, Hamilton system in time 

·periods which include 196.6, is caused by large flu.ctuations in employ,;.. 

ment resulting f~om strike activities (see Table 5). Despite the .low 

levels of explanation, the regression coefficients are generally 

significantly diff~t::ent from zero. 4 ·Yet, the patterns of residuals are 
A 

very· clustered when plotted against the estimated depend t variable, Y. 

Durbin Watson tests of the residuals indicate no consistent pattern of 

autocorrelation., The poor explanatory power of the model may be caused 

by autocorrelatiqn of the residuals and of the data. The data are 

. 4-A: complete list of the estimated coefficients is in Appendix Il. 
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. TABLE 5 

LEVEL OF EXPLANATION OF REGRESSION ANALYSES 

.Hamilton London Toronto 

Time 

1958-60 .22534 

1961-63 .• 39370 

1964-66 

1967...;.69 

1970-72 

1958-61 

1962-65 

1966-69 

.1791 

.14287 

.13436 

.24437 

.22927 

.12797 

sig. No. of ·sig. 
coefficients 

.05 4 

.01 11 

4 

12 

11 

.01 12 

.05 12 

11 

Brantford Hamilton Kitchener 

sig. No. of.sig. 
coefficients 

.16937 

.• 17534 

.54766 .01 

.07435 

.23512 .05 

.11130 

.22332 -.05 

.41950 ·.o1 

8 

4 

12 

12 

11 

11 

12 

12 

--------~----~----~-----~------------------~--------------------------~~-~--

1958-62 .26704 • 01 12 .15916 12 

1963-67 .• 14370 .05 12 .51225 .01 12 

.·1968-72 .09970 12· .1530 ~05 11 

---~--~-~-------------~~-----~---~~~--~----------~~----------~--~------

1958-72 .46705 .01 . 12 .44837 .01 12 



Time 

1958-60 

1961-63 

1964-66 

1967-69. 

1970-72 
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TABLE 6 

DURBIN WATSON TESTS OF RESIDUALS 

Hamilton London Toronto 

positive autocorrelation 

autocorrelation of indep
endent variables and of 
residuals 

no autocorrelation 

autocorrelation of 
independent variables
and of residuals 

no autocorrelation 

BrantfE>·rd Hamilton Kitchener 

auto~relation of ·independent 
variahlt.es and of residuals 

positive autocorrelation 

no autocorrelation 

no auto:e'Orrelation 

no auh·e-orrela tion 

----------~~--~----~~~-~----~~~~--------~---~-~---------~----~-----------

1958-61 no autocorrelation. 

1962-65 no autocorrelati"on 

1966-69 no autocorrelation 

autocorrelation of independent 
variables and of residuals 

positive autocorrelation 

no aula-correlation 

--------------~--~------~~-------~--------~-~------------~--~~-------~-~--

1958-62 

1963-67 

1968-72 

positive autocorrelation 

no autocorrelation 

no autocorrelation 

no aubCQrrelation 

no aub-correlation 

autocorrelation of independent 
variables and of res-iduals 

-------~------~~-------~--~--~-~--------~-~-----~------~--~-----------

1958-72 no autocorrelation· positive autocorrelation 
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. rounded off to thousands, because the methods of collection and of 

compilation of the information have varied over the fift~en year time 

period, therefore, monthly changes are very small compared to the total 

size of the labour force. The small range of the dependent and 

independent variables violates the assumption of heteroscedacity. .This 

may contribute to ·the low level of explanation of the analyses·. 

The level of explanation of the analyses·may also be decreased 

by the constraint that, 

3lo = 

·A series of analyses of the Hamilton, London, and Toronto data indicated 

that the coefficient of determination increased when the constraint was 

removed. Unfortunately, the regression equations still accounted for 

less than half. of.the variance. 

The model has failed to adequately describe the pattern of 

employment growth of either urban systemo 'The results might be improved 

by the inclusion of a larger number of centres, or by the use o'f 

population data which fluctuate less erratically than the employment 

data. The regression coefficients~ estimated. by these analyses show no 

consistent trendso The third term in the regression equation seems to 

contribute less significantly to the expla~ation of variance, $ince its 
. v 

coefficients 9 Cij' are generally smaller and less significant. Perhaps, 

the removal of this term might increase the l~vel of explanation of the 

analyses .. 
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TABLE 7 

RESULTS OF UNCONSTRAINED REGRESSION ~YSES 

Hamilton London Toronto 

Time ·sig .. 

1958-60 .39661 .01 

1961-63 .52639 .01 

1964-66 .17723 

1967-~9 .23581 .01 

1970-72 .22525 

---~~--------~--------~~-~---~~--~--------~~ 

1958-61 .38934 .01 

1962-65 .30976 .01 

1966-69 o205Q8 .os· 
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IV.2e2 Population Data 

A similar series of regression analyses of the population data 

explained a much larger propt?rtion of the variance ·as the· values in 

Table 8 indicate. The plots of the residuals against the dependent 

variables indicate that these results ar_e mis~eading. -The dependen_t 

· observations are interpolated quarterly measures of population change· • 

. These values are interpolated from a straight line, therefore, the 

population change in any quarter is constant ·everywhere along the line. 

The·plots of the residuals are clustered aro~nd.these five values of 

·the dependent variable. Yet, the Durbin Watson tests do not,i.dentify 

any patterns of autocorrelation (Table 8). 

Despite the model's failure to explain a significant proportion 
. . 

of the variance of the employment data,- and the clustered.patterns of 

·the residuals of the population data, the majority of the beta 

coefficients are significanto There a~e no significant ·patterns in 

either set of beta coefficients, exc·ept that some coefficient-s equal 

zero. This indicates that the pattern of population_ change of some 

~rb~n centres is. not explained by the population s_ize of other centres, 

however, there are very few exa~ples of coefficients which _equal zero 

(Appendix II) • 

IV.3 PARAMETER ESTIMATES 

The parameter. values were calculated according to the method 

described in Chapter 3, however, the results are inconclusive. 
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TABLE 8 

RESULTS OF REGRESSION ANALYSES OF POPULATION DATA 

R2 
Hamilton London Toronto 

Time sig. No. of sig. Durbin Watson 
coefficients Test 

p=.OS 

1951-53 .9997 .01 10 positive autocorrelation 

1954-56 .9996 .01 9 no autocorrelation 

1957-59 .995 .01 2 autocorrelation of both 
residuals and independent 
variables 

1960-62 .999 .01. 8 autocorrelation of 
residuals and independent 
variables 

1963-65 .999 .01 9 autocorrelation of 
residuals and independent 
.variables 

1966-68 .9997 .01 7 no autocorrelation 

---------~-~----~---~~~--~-~-------~~------~-~------------~-~~-~---~~--~~ 

1~51-55 .9997· .01 10 positive autocorrelation 

1956-60 .9995 . ·.01· 8 no autocorrelation 

1961-65 .9994· .01 10 autocorrelation of 
residuals and independent 
variables . 

1966-70 • 994 .01 11 no autocorrelation 

---------------~---~--------~----------~~~-~----~-----~---------~~------

1951-60 

.1961-70 

.996 

.995 

.01 

.01 

9 

12 

positive autocorrelation 

autocorrelation of 
residuals and independent 
variables 



IV.3.1 Equilibrium Population 

the equilibrium populations calculated from the ~egression 

analyses of employment data do not seem to follow a consistent .trend 
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.. (Table 9). The equilibrium population .of Toronto is generally larger 

than the equilibrium population of all other centres·, however, this is 

not true for·. the time period, 1967-1969. The actual size of the 

equilibrium populations are also too large. They should measure the 

equilibrium size of the labour force, but are of the order· of magnitude 

of the total population. Furthermore, the standard deviations of these 

distributions are very large, indicating that the values do not_ cluster 

around the mean. When the equilibrium population of each centre is 

regressed against time, specifically the middle mo.nth of the interval 

over Which the least squares analysis was performed, the level of 

explanation is very low (Table 10). The equilibrium population fluctuates 

erratically, instead. of changing syst-ematically through time. This 

conclusion is reinforced by the nonsensical values calculated from the 

regression analyses of the population data. These results are shown 

in Table_ll. The negative equilibri~ population value~ indicate that 

these parameter estimates do not change systemati~ally. Again, the 

standard deviations are large, and the results of a simple regression 

analysis if the equilibrium population estimates against time explain a 

lower proportion of the variance than the previo-us estimates (Table 12). 

The parameter estimates for ~ch urban_centre.change with the 

least squares analysis from which they are calculated. The correlation 

l;»etween the population estimate~ from employment ~ata and that estimated 

using population data is between ten and twenty percent for Toronto, 



Time 

1958-60 

1961-63 

1964-66 

1967-69 

. 1970-71 

Toront.o 

1118 .• 3 

2795.9 

463.9 

1215.3 

. 2825.3 

TABLE 9 

EQUILIBRIUM POPULATIONS·BASED ON EMPLOYMENT DATA 
(OOO's) 

·Hami1ton(1)* Hamilton(2)* London 

277.7 3·83. 2 230.8 

. 7~1 1892.1 239.6 

60.9 473~9 132.4 

7"1.8. ·204. 8 99.·8 

374.1 134,6 . 66,8 

Brantford 

s·. 8 

9.3 

50.9 

101.9 

52,2 

. . . 

Kitchener 

87.7 

. 10,2 

7i.6. 

1803,3 

67,6 

----~-----~---------------~----------------·--~---~~-~~--~----~------~----~-~--------~-------~~~~~~~~~~-. 

1958-61 581.9 243.0 211.6 47.3 31,0 "120. 7 

1962-65 . 1048.6 142.3 17·5.0 95.5 39.1 1.05.9 

1966-69 1009.·8 289.2 190,8 84.0 36.1 132.0 

~------~------------------------------~~--~---~--------------------------------~------------~------------

1958-62 721.4 

1963-67 1081.9 

1968-72 1240.0 

171.9 

123 .• 9 

219.9 

41.6 

185.0 . 

76.2 

59.3 

115.5 

101.2 

10.1 

3.1 

55.1 

9.8 

51.8 

62.3 

*Hamilton(!) ar~ the equilibrium population values calculated from the estimation of Toronto, Hamilton, and 
London. Hamilton(2) are the optimum population values from the estimation of Hamilton, Brantford, and 
Ki t.chener. 

\,11 
~ 



Toronto 

Hamilton (1) 

Bami1ton(2) 

London 

Brantfo_rd 

Kitcbener 

TABLE 10 

EQUILIBRIUM POPULATION STATISTICS 

Mean Value 
(OOO's) 

1287.48 

180.17· 

360.8 

115.6 

36 .• 1 

229.3 

Standard 
Deviation 

·796.5 

111.8. 

522.·8 . 

-64.1 

. ~9.0 

523.5 

Regression 
Equation 

849.3+5.3t 

140.2+5t 

850.2-5.8t 

100.1+.4t 

40.2-.05t 

404.4-2.1t 

55 

.099 

.045 

.308. 

.102 

.067 

.039 



TABLE 11 

EQUILIBRIUM POPULATIONS BASED ON POPULATION DATA 

Time Toronto Hamilton London 

1951-53 7143.1 190.0 64.6 

1954-56 285.13 234.4 -5569.7 

1957-59 797.7 118.7 -7009.1 

1960-62 436.4 44.4 -57.7 

1963-~5 2771.2 378.5 453.7 

1966-68 * * ~129.9 

-----------~----------------~~-~---~-----------~~~~--~ 

1951-55 

1956-60 

1961-65 

1966-70 

1951-60 

1961-70 

3305.9 

3601.1 

-1333.4 

10796.5 

451.7 

4619.5 

33.6 

4611.2 

-1029.2 

514.3 

283.5 

239.6 

32.4 

4778.6 

-481.7 

-2096.7 

24722.9 

-1419.6 

*No values were obtained because of zero coefficients. 
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Toronto 

Hamilton 

London 

TABLE 12 

EQUILIBRIUM POPULATION STATISTICS 

Mean Value 
(OOO's) 

2988.6 

510.8 

1107.3 

Standard 
Deviation 

3537.6 

"1417.9 

801:3.4 

R:egression 
- Equation 

1490.3+42.3t 

705.2-S.St 

4076.7-78.lt 

57 

.060 

.007 

.050 
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Hamilton, and London. Although the low l~el of correlation is not 

surprising since th:e estimates aTe based on such different data sets, 

the negative correlation between the equilibrium population of Toronto 

calculated from employment data, and the parameter estimates based on 

population data indicates that the parameters of the model are not 

stable. They reflect the limitations of the original data. The poor fit 

of the linear model, and the problems of multicollinearity and auto

correlation may have seriously biased the coefficients from which the 

parameters are estimated. 

T~e equilibrium state of an urban centre which is represented 

by the equilibrium population is dynamic. Yet, it fluctuates randomly 

-rather than changtng systematically. These random_fluctuations may be 

caused by the limitations of the data and of the model, or they may 

represent the actual behaviour of the equilibrium state of an urban 

centre. Further empirical tests will be ne~essary·before this_ question 

may be answered. The estimates of the rates of natural increase of the 

urban centres fluctuate in a s~ilar manner. 

IV.3.2 Rate of Natural Increase 

Again the parameter estimates do not vary systematically, but 

fluctuate erratically, as the figures in Table ·13 demonstrate._ The 

standard deviations of the estimates of the rate of increase in 

employment are very large, and there is no linear trend of the parameter 

estimates through time, as the results in_ Table 14 indicate. The rates 

of incree1se of employment in Toront·o and Hamilton are decreasing, while 

the rate of growth of employment has increased_in the smaller urban 



TABLE 13 

RATE OF EMPLOYMENT GROWTH 

Tilile Toront·o Hamilton(!)* Hamilton(2)* London Brant ford Kitchener 

195·8-60 4.15 a973 .177 -1.48 1.004 -.011 

1961-63 -.06 3.36 o301 o88 -.54 -.52 

1964-66 -.12 .865 a49 -.411 .24 .;..1.08 

1967;....69 ·.o7 -.31 -Q17. o993 .03 .30 

1970-72 -.11 -.35 ... 08 25.98 -o023 .15 
. . ' . 

----------------~----------~--~---------·------~---------------------~--~~--------~-----------------~~~ 

1958-61 -.26 .. .15 

1962-65 -.37 .53 

1966-69 - .• 06 -.34 

-.10 2.76 

• 58 3.13 

1.96 1.53 

o44 

oOB 

. 2.03 

-.19 

-1.22 

-.79 

-~--~-------------~--~--~-~~-~~~----------------------------~-~~--·---~~~-----~----~~----~-------~---~-
1958-62 

1963-67 

1968-72 

-.25 

-.10 

-.10 

.23 

• 33 

-.37 

·-.16. 

.26 

-.19 

. -2.49 

.51 . 

2.23 

.os· 

1.42 

a32 

.23 

.99 

-.31 

*The values for Hamiltoil(l) are calculated from the regression analysis of the urban system compo.sed 
of Hamilton, London, and Toronto. The values for Hamilton(20 are calculated from the analysis of 
the system composed of Hamilton, Brantford, and Kitchener. · · 

1..11 . 
\0. 
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TABLE 14 

RATE OF INCREASE OF EMPLOYMENT STATISTICS 

Mean Value Standard Regression R 
z· 

(000' s) Deviation .Equation 

Toronto .2543 1.29 .99- .. 009t .244 

Hamilton(!) .4605 1.08 1.36-oOllt o323. 

Hamilton(2) .. 2784 .63 .26+.00lt .002 

London· 3.06 7.79 -4.42+.09t .126 

Brantford .463 . 0 74 .41+.001t .002 

Kitchener -.225 .65 -.25+.0003t .. 0005 
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centres. The very ~gh. rate of increase ot London may indicate the 

effects of decentralisatio~ away from the large centres of Hamilton and 

Toronto. Again the behaviour of the estimates for Hamilto·n depends 

upon the definition of the.urban systeme In an uTban system composed 

of Toronto, London, and Hamilton, the rate of employment growth of 

Hamilton decreases through time. On the other.hand, the estimate of 

the rate of employment growth derived from the analysis of the second· 

urban system increases through time, although the relationship is very 

weak. This parameter, like the equilibrium population, is not stable 

but changes frequently as a function of the original data, and of the 

pattern of population change. 

Similarly, the rate of natural increase calculated from a least 

squares analysis of population data. changes erraticallyp as· th~ values 

in Table 15 indicate. The rate of natural in~rease is much smaller than 

the rate of growth of employment, as a comparison of Tables 16 and 14 

indicateso The time series of the rates of natural increase cannot be 

.. described by a linear trend •. 

Again a comparison of the parameter estimates for Hamilton, 

London, and Toronto demonstrates the sensitivity of·this parameter. Not 

only do the absolute values of the parameter change as a function of 

the data set, but the rate of increase changes from an ·increasing rate 

of employment to a decreasing rate of population growth. This contradictory 

behaviour suggests that employment data may not be an adequate surrogate 

for population data. 



TABLE 15 

RATE OF NATURAL INCREASE 

I 

Time Toronto London Hamilton 

1951-53 -.07 -.27 .57 

1954-56 .33 -.47 •1.59 

1957-59 -.59 .19 .10 

1960-62 -.00 -.36 .30 

1963-65 • 00 -.20 . .17 

1966-68 .27' -1.79 -.52 

-------~~-~--------~----~----------~-----------------~--~ 

1951-55 

1956-60 

1961-65 

1966-70 

-.04 

.21 

.03 

-:'•OS 

-.02 

-.32 

·-.49 

. -1.29 

.• 27 

-.99 

.19 

-.37 

--------------~~-~~----~--------------------~-----~--~--~-

1951-60 

1961-70 

.02 

-.14 

' '. 

-.00 

.21 

..;.03 

.24 

62 
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TABLE 16 

RATE OF NATURAL INCREASE STATISTICS 

'' 

Mean.Va1ue . Standard Regression R2 
(~OO's) Dev-iation Equatio~ 

Toronto .064 .141 .072-~000lt .004 

Halllilton -.094 .6.59 -.218+.0002t .0004 

London -.402 .589 .157-.0049t .308 
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IV .3.3 · Propensity to ~grate 

The propensities to ~igrate have a sb.l:i.lar pattern of cha:nge. 

'lhe values change significantly through time, without any underly~ng 
5 . . . . 

pattern. They also vary si~icantly between data sets, as the 

average propensities to .migrat~ _indicate (Table 17). 'J:he standard 

deviations of the distlo"ibutions fr~ which these aean values are derived 

are very large (Table ;tB). The propensities to migrate are not 

reflexive,. and they dep.end upon the migrant's ·origin and destination. 

Like the other parameter estimates, the propensities to migrate change 

drmaat.ically depending upon_ the set of data from which they are derived. 

Both the absolute values and-the signs of· the estimates change, as well 

as the relative ordering of the parameter estimates. 

thus, the· paramet~r estimates are very sensi'tive and do not 
. . 

· conform to any discernible pattern~ 

IV.4 SUMMARY 

The results of ~his analysis are very disappointing. The model 

has not adequately described the pattern of population· growth of these 

urban systems. Nor do the parameter estimates provide any evidence 

that urban systems move steadily towards a state of equilibrium. From 

these results it appears "that. the urban system reacts to large and small 
. . 

deviations from the equUib~ium state, rapidly and erratically. Indeed, 

it seems that the behaviour is osci11atQry. A plot of the equilibrium 

population e~t~tes of Toronto and London indicated that this parameter 

5A complete -list of the propensities to migrate is in AppendiX III •. 
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TABLE 17 · 
. . 

MEAN PROPENSITIES TO MIGRATE 

DESTINATION 
· Toronto Hamilton London Brantford Kitchener 

-.4733 .5069 
Toronto X .0312 -.0078 

ol905 ·-3.3147 .0246 ~4588 

Hamilton -.0766 X .1138 
·ei .. 0885 10.4137 {,!) London 1-f .0202 .00~1 X 
~ 

Brantfor4 .5569 X -.6919 

Kitchener -.1920 ·2. 2451 X 

The underlined va1~es are derived from a least squares analysis of 
· population data. 
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TABLE 18 

STANDRAD DEVIATIONS OF MI"GBA'r.ION PROPENSitiES 

DESTINATION 

Toronto Hamilton London Brantford Kitchener 

.054 .048 
Toronto X 1.139 .897 

.2316 .262 .915 1.140 
Hamilton .185 X 4,624 

.062 .·212 

.718 10.414 X 

Brantford 1.311 X 2,800 

Kitchener •. 535 5.293 .x 

The underlines estimates are calculated from a least squares analysis 
of population data. 
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fluctuated in a wavelike manner through time. Perhaps the data would 

be better fitted by a nonlinear estimation procedure. 

The behaviour of parameters at different levels of the urban 

hierarchy have not been compared because the results are very confused. 

Any compar.isons would be meaningless at this stage in the analysis. A 

better understanding of the basic process of population change is 

necessary before these comparisons can be made. 

Several factors have contributed to these poor results. Only 

very small urban systems have been analysed. If the urban system of 

Ontario is well developed as Simmons (1·972) suggests,· the links among 

these urban· regions cannot be adequately d~scribing by analysing only 

parts of the system. There is evidence that Hamilton is not well 

in.tegrated into the urban system, and that its behaviour is anomalous 

(Bannister, 1974). In this analysis, Hamilton has been included in 

every urban system. Perhaps the empirical results wou~d improve if this 

·centre was excluded. 

Furthermore, Bannister (1974) has recently suggested that the 

_principal mode of change in southern Ontario follows a nearest neighbour 

pattern, rather than a pattern of hierarchical diffusion. The urban 

systems analysed in this report have been chosen to reflect the levels 

of the urban hierarchy. If these' urban systems were redefined to 

reflect the interaction between nearest neighbours, better results 

might be obtained. Although Brantford and Kitchener are the largest 

centres near Hamilton, Simmons (1972) analysis of telephone calls ~ 

indicates that these three urban centre$ belong to different regional 

networks. 
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An additional problem is the poor data. The employment data are 

too detailed 9 and the frequent small fluctuations c01111.t.ri.bute to the poor 

fit of the regression equation. Alternatively, the population data are 

not available at frequent intervalso Bannister (1974) employed census 

material collected between 1891 and 1971. There are significant 

problems caused by different collection and compilation methods, as 

well as by the changing definitions of urban centres over.this long time 

periodc Despite these problems, these data might be better explained 

by the model. 

In the final chapter, a general critique of the model will be 

presented, with recommendations for it·s improvement. Although this 

analysis has not been successful, it does provide information about the 

problems involved in modelling patterns of change within urban systems. 



CHAPTER V 

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The results of this empirical analysis have not supported the 

original hypotheses concerning the dynamic behaviour of urban systems. 

This s.tudy was intended as a pilot project which would identify major 

problems associated with the analytical technique and as well provide 

additi9nal information about the dynamic behaviour of the Ontario urban 

system.. The analysis has demonstrated that the least squares estimation 

.procedure does not adequately describe the patterns of popuiation change 

of the Ontario urban system.. Although the model has not been tested xY 

times as Batty (1972) suggested, where x is the number of independent 

variables in the model, and y is the number of parameters, the sensitivity 

of the parameters is apparent. Analysing another dynamic system, Peaker 

(1971) noted. that the parameters of· the system were very sensitive. Once 

.a pattern of unbalanced growth had begun, the system would never return 

to bala~ced growth. The sensitivity of these parame~ers suggests a 

similar situation. The parameter estimates change signi~icantly when 

the data from which the regression coefficients are estimated vary. 

The definition of the urban system is crucial, but here the 

problems of defining urban systems have not been resolved. Once a system 

was defined, correctly, the amount of leakage from the system·could be 

calculated. The trial and error method of defining urban systems must 

be improved before this model can be adequately tested. 
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Similarly, better· data are needed describi~g th~ pattern of 

population change of urban centres •. It has not been determined at what 

scale of analysis this model can be applied. Data mustt not provide 

too detailed information, similar to the employment data, nor should 

they cover such a long period. of time that short tem ch~ges cannot 

be analysed. The model must be t~sted using different ti11le ser~es data 

·to determine if the model best describes short run or lo_ng run changes 

. in the urban system. It is apparent that the mode1- do·es not_· adequately 

fit the employment data. Perhaps the employment data should be 

seasonally adj~sted to remove some of ·the fluctUations. This could be 

accomplished by moving averages, or by the analysis of second or third 

differences rather than first differences. Alternative population data 

should also be tested. The problems of· multicollinearity and auto

correlation in the time series employed in this ·analysis may have biased 

the coefficients-and the resulting ·parameter estimatesa This can only 

. be determined by further tests with population data. Transformation 

of the time series data to remove autocorrelation might also improve 

the model's goodness of fit. 

Sfmilarly, th~ model must be tested at different levels of 

aggregation. First, the computer programme must be revised to include 

more urban regions in the analysis.· The .use of procedu-res for sparse 

matrices would allow the inclusion.of more urban centres in the model. 

Alternatively, the model could be run on a computer having a larger 

memory. The inclusion of more urban regions in the model should increase 

the level of explanation of the regression analysis because more of the 

links by which growth impulses are transmitted will be considered .. 
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The analysis might also be perfor.med on systems which are·chosen 

to test Bannister.'s (1974) hypothesis that the major mode of change 

follows a distance decay pattern rather than a pattern of hierarchical 

diffusion. This could be accomplished by analysing the patterns of 

change o.f small regional systems, for instance, London and the small. 

towns which surround it such as Blenheim, Chath~, St. Thomas, and 

Stratford would comprise such a r.egional system. 

At the same time the analysis should be performed at different 

levels of aggregation. Perhaps, the model is appropriate for the analysis 

of the patterns of change of larger population masses, such as provinces. 

It is necessary to establish the appropriate definitions of the va~iables; 

population size, and distance. The results of this analysis in which the 

estimates calc.ulated .usi1;1g employment data are opposite in ~irection, and 

relative size, from the estimates derived from population data suggest 

that the employment. data ·are not good surrogates for population data, as 

originally hypothesized. Similarly, th.e distance measure in this analysis 

is the highway distance between urban centres. A mote realistic measure 

of distance might be time because the distances between urban regions 

are very short in this urban system. If none of. these suggestions imp·roves 

the performance of the model, perhaps the model should be redefined. 

It has been suggested that another constraint should be introduced 

into the model. Consider a closed urban system and as~ume the total 

population change in the system over each interval of tfme and there~ore, 

the rates.of natural increase are known. Assign the increase in 

population to each centre in the urban system according to the. following. 
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formula, 

32. Q'iN 
. ' 

(P \' )· 
i,t/LPj,t 

j 

where 

33. AP = b.P . -AP 
• , t+l • 't 

34. 
• 

such that, Ui,N is .the change in population of urban r~gion i caused by 

· natural increase, P is the total population change. of all the centres 

in the urban system, and P.i, t is the population size ·of centre i at time 

t. Then, a·new dependent variable is defined, such that, ' 

35. = 

This new measure of population measures only the population change caused 

by migration be~een the.urban regions in the system. Perhaps ~his 

additional constraint will increase the level of explanation of the model. 

Alternatively, there is a familr of models which await investiga-

tion. Before some of these models can be ·empirically tested,a method of 

nonlinear estimation of the coe~ficients must be developed. Perhaps· some 
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of the·e~uations could be linearized. It seems likely that those models 

in which the optimum population ·is defined as the demographic potential 

might more adequately describe the l»attern of population change of. an 

urban·system. These models might al~o be simulated to determine the 

bou1D.ds of the parameter estimates. If .these l~iti.Di values can .be. 

·established, the solution of the equations defini~g the parameter 

estimates is facilitated. 

A dynamic, deterministic model of population· change has been 

tested. The results of this analysis. underl:f:ne the meed for further 

·.investigation of the process whereby urban systems develop and evolve • 

. Several questions-have not been examined in this· study. In one of .the 

variations of the model, it· is assumed that the system·can reach 

equilibrium with the world outside, howev_er, the conditions of this 

equilibrium are not clearly defined.. Does the system reach equilibri~ · 

·with the world outside when all the urban centres of the system approach· 

the equilibrium state'?. Can the systembe_at equilibrium with the.world 

outside if the centres of which the system ·is composed have. not achieved. 

equilibriumo. Before these questions can be answered the· model must:be 

improved .. 
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ALTERNATIVE METHOD OF ESTIMATION 

The normal equations are defined by calculatin$ the derivative 

of the sum of square deviations with respect to each parameter valueo 

Then the .derivative is set equal to zero to insure that the minimum 

solution is obtainedc. For example~ if the r.egress~on equati<?n is, 

the first normal equation would be, 

The expanded form of this equation is, 

= 0 
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which is 

' n 2 
+Cl3 l xlk x3k = 

k=l 

A matrix in which these sums are the 

from these ·equations·, in the following manner·. 

TABLE 19 

elements 

MATRIX OF NORMAL .EQUATIONS 

ell cl2 cl3 C21 Cz2 c23 c31 c32 c33 

ell ... * * 
c12 * * * 
C13 * * * 
c21 * * * 
c22 * * * 
c23 * * * 
c31 * * * 
c32 * * * 
c33 * * * 
' c12 * * * * * :ic 

' c13 * * * * * * 
c' 
~ * * * * * * 
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can be formed 

·'' 

' ' ' cl2 cl3 c23 

* * 
* * 
* •• 
* * 
* * 
* * 

* * 
* * 
* * 

* * * 
* * * 
* * * 
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This matrix equals a column vectoro The _solution qf this matrix is the 

' set of coefficient estimates .Q. and C • 
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APPENDIX II 

COEFFICIENT ESTIMATES 

Employment Data for Hamilton London Toronto 

1958-60 1961-63 1964-66 1967-69 197Q-72 . 1958-61 

·.·c11 ·-.4321 .51180 -.43149 -.56742 -.38264 -.3146.0 

c12 1.50210 '5.83244 -.57237 . 34.04212 19.71079 3.94443 

c13 -.09667 -.64121 .12588 -·2.'52002 -1.51022 -.31959 
I 

-.01365 -·31692 c12 -.08146 ~01682 -.17810 -.05225 
I 

C13 .00181 .00755 -.00139 ~02433 .01423 .00498 

c21 -·.37270 -2.28802 .98249 -15.67954 -8.37136 -1.66733 

c22 -2.56194 -2.67855. ~-28211 .16935 -2.13229 -2.67344 

.c23 .15356 .59034 ~.16093 2.53726 1.37651 .41803 

CZ3 .00112 -.01~44 .00318 -.05150 -.02605 -.00648 

C31 .79372 5.13930 o31429 15.93639 8.40221 2.13240 

C32 4.44780 ~2.27260 .44297 -33.27797 -15.33570 . 1.48413 

C33 -.33579 . -.64259 -.08458 .03530 .02516 -.35564 

1962-65 1966-69 1958-62 1963-67 1968~72 

ell -.67206 -.64719 -.29430 -.21392 -.49655 

C12 -6.90998 12.16088 7.60223 -1.21107 17.16488 

cllq o69769 -.87661 -.62814 .14657 -1.29917 

Ci2 .08137 -.09991 ~.09924 .01834 -.15575 

CiJ -.00675 .00815 .00890 -.00159 .01212 

~21 31.3178 -4.85856 -3.30401 .98991 --7.54724 

c22 -.14449 -.00981 -2.36~87 -.33125 .22731 

c23 -.60967 .76815 .72417 -.14344 1.14906 

C23 .01610 -.01577 -.01610 .00314 -.02407 

·C31 -1.93547 5.16872 3 .. 82555 -.44091 7.67154 

c3f 10.18411 -10.62476 -2 .. 74385 2.05373 -15.76250 

c33 -.45310 .04894 -.34686 -.10251 .04551 
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COEFFICIENT ESTIMATES 

Population Data for London Hamilton Toronto 

. 1951-5:3 19.54-56 1957-59 1960-62 1963-65 1966-68 

c11· -.43178 -1.00939 .23843 .2099·8 -.95925 -1.79090 

e12 .15768 -.96058 -.70091 -.30817 .54903 -.20132 

ell .04054 .21094 .11432 .06781 -.00353 .16530 

Ci2 .00211 .00209 -.00010 -.00042 . -. 00121 .00155 

. ei3 -.00073 .00000 -.00005 -.00014 .00028 .00002 

e21 .86510 .• 53039. .00000 • 00000 .00000 • 00000 . 

C22 -.30751 -.79461 -.25526 -.35028 -.41695 -.38013 

e2j -.02257 .13946 .06222 .10777 .00029 -. 0000·6 

e' . 
23 .00022 .00000 -.00007 -.00022 -.00029 -.00006 

ell -.70286 -.01080 -.05290 -.57371 •. 75438 .00000 

e32 .71963 .16962 .36220 • 96228. • 03888 .05763 

ell -.09959 -.02027 -.07l78 -.17892 -.10924 -.01758 

1951-55 . 1956-60 1961~65 196&-70 1951-60 1961-70 

~11 -.29316 -.14447 -1.04115 .OOGOO .36068 -.-09546 

C12 .26707 -.61176 .34514 -.39635 -.55632 .16668 

ell -.00345 .12271 .03372 .129,85 .09633 -.01357 

ef2 -.00037 -.00008 .00018 -.00246 -.00134 -.00106 

eiJ -.000l5 .00000 .00007 .00005 .00000 .00016 

Czl .26513 -.14746 .55214 -1.16864 ..;.36713 -.47278 

c22 -.35972 -.45290 -.39795 -.15047 .41907 -.09144 

c23 .04664 .09085 ~05181 .15260 -.07008 .08368 

c23 -.00003 .00000 -.00013 -.00028 .00000 -.00017 

e31 .01156 -.03205 .ooooo -.12512 .00176 .78328 

c32 .36307 .07905 .. 24046 .18309' .11165 . .16380 

c33 . -.07938 . -.00052 -:.05.647 . -.084·30 -.00951 -.12320 
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COEFFICIENT ESTIMATES 

Employment Data for Brantford Hamilton Kitchener 

1958-60 1961-63 1964-66 1967-6·9 19,70-72 1958-61 

ell .16452 -.41107 -2.28542 -.91848 -.92050 .35363 

c12 -.01141 -.05649· -1.77005 -.90013 .19368 .06411 

cl3 .03720 .24058 3.99637 1.59128 -.23450 -.06906 

Ci2 -.00130 .01073 .11175 .05101 -.003.48 -.00686 

-C' 
13 -.00262 -.02122 ~.20380 -·07457 .01541 :.00019 

C21 .82522 .06120 .08835 -.10601. -.12596 .00987 

c22 -.24189 .06120 .08835 ~.10601 -.12596 -.18301 

c23 .09130 -.17396. -3.95750 -.85006 .37588 .31982 

Cl3 .00109 .00187 .03668 .01102 -.00255 -.00166 

c31 .01432 -.72819 -9.01424 -4.01639 .• 89496 • 07304 

c32 .07648 .29613 2.17001 .83126 -.14847 .01858 

Cj3 -.11762 -.50036 -1.11823 -.44261 .00386 -.19562 

1962-65 1966-69 1958-62 1963-67 1968-72 

~11 -.71098 -1.04515 -.79014 -1.41813 -.03898 

cl2 1.04730 .95011 .09081. -1.16424 -.00454 

cl3 -2.00604 1.61081 -.14799 2.62211 :....02056 

ci2 -.06387 .05802·· .00179 .07269 .00145 

Ci3 .13734 -.08122 .00927 -.13339 -.00035 

c21 -5.89501 6.32365 .00196 .7.50471 .00087 

c22 .05413 -.02872 -.14297 .0565] -.16242 

c23 1.91650 -1.71074 .60610 -2.62911 .55947 

C23 -.02189 .01605 -.00287 .02446 -.-00238 

c.31 6.68385 -3.24016 .87160 -4.66587 .35691 

c32 -.51755 1.04155 ,.....11024 1.36590 . -. 0332 

c33 -1.13031 -.69453 -.23094 .99284 -.30831 
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APPENDIX III 

PROPENSITY TO MIGRATE 

' 
Employment ·~ata for *Hamilton London Tor·onto 

1958-60 1961-63 1964-66 1967-69 1970-72 1958-61 

y12 -.00247 -.7450 .• ~787 -12.2490 -9.7853· -2.8095 

Y1J .08091 .1956 .0285 .5247" .2319 .0154 

y21 .2272 63.9186 -.4197 36. 969· 4.1092 1.2660 . 

y23 .31022 -.0008 .1089 -.0032 -.6188 .0291 

y31 .0272 -3.7838 -.0497 -1.0349 -.1695 .0552 

y32 .0004 .• 2809 -·.1385 ~1934 2.j509 1.0295 

·1962-65 1966-69 1958-62 1963-67 1968-72 

y12. 2.5588 -4.5125 --4.3442 .6684 -5.8196 

yi3 . ...;.0776 .• 3992 ~2227 -.7621 6.3001 

y21. -3.7881 3.2805 .3.4500 -~7621 6.3001 

~23 1.1077 ~1.1994 -.4336 .2164 -1.4490 

y31 .2059 -.1273 -.1535 .0497 -.2481 

y32 -·.0776 1.0427 1".3916 -.141~ 1;.2950 

*The numbers identify each urban regio11 •.. Number 1 is Hamilton, 2 is 
· London, and number 3 is Toronto. 
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PROPENSITY TO MIGRATE 

Population Data for *London Hamilton Toronto 

1951-53 1954-56 1957-59 196Q-62- ' 1963-65 

_Yl2 .-oo35 . .1765 .oooo .0000 .oooo 

y13 -.0112 .1330 -. 00.76 -.1499 .0310 

y21 -.0194 .0135 .0062 .4164 .0944 

y23 -.ooo5 ~.7694 .0191 -.0926 .0006 

Y31 .0715 .0043 -.0015 -.1339 -.0009 

y32 -.0049 .0250 .0220 .1132 .0128 

'1951-55 1956-60 1961-65 1966-70 1951-60 

y12 .6116 -.0025 -.0418 -.1772 -.1010 

yl3 .0004 -.0010 • CJOOO -.0013 .0004 

. y21 .8022 -.0099 -.0559 .0147 -.0018 

y23 .0046 .0008 -.0076 .0007 .0002 

y31 -.0151 .0029 -.0080 -.007l .0004-

YJ2 .1594 • 0008 -.0021 ~0125 -.0104 . 

*The numbers identify each urban region. Number 1 is London, number 2 is 
Hamilton, and number 3. is Toronto. 

i-t-There are no values for these paramet·er:s because of- zero coefficien~s. 
For f~rther details see Table.ll. 

I966-6a 

.oooo 

.0000 

--H-

-+I-

_:+1-

-+I-

1961-70 

-.2271 

.0193' 

-.0092 

.0015 

.0011 

.0147 
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PROPENSITY TO MIGRATE 

~ployment Data for *Brantford Hamilton Kitchener 

1958-60 1961-63 1964-66 1967-69 1970-72 19.58-61 

y12 .0560 • 0351 1.4184 . .6771 .0010 .0001 

y13 .0021 -.0093 .4673 -.7912 .3738 ·.1870 

y21 -.0339 -.0072 -1.4871 -.6492 .0915 .1785 

y23 .2268 .0192 .6471 .2267 -.0859 .0659 

y31 .1106 .0355 3.3576 1.1476 -.1108 -.1922 

y32 .0062 -.0614 -.6734 -.1604 .1776 .0061 

1962-65 1966-69. 1958-62 1963-67 1968-72 

y12 -1.1380 3.9483 .0001 1.1148 .• 0127 

yl3 2.5794 -8.6209 .3167 -1.1451 .1793 

y21 .5222 2.4400 .0464 -.7751 -.0376 

y23. -.2756 3.8370 -.0555 .4641 -.0232 

Yj1 -1.0002 ·4.1363 -.0757 17.4578 ~.1702 

y32 .• 5123 -1.4790 -.0084 -.5408 .1089 

*The numbers identify each urban region. Number 1 is Brantford, number 2 is 
Hamilton, and number 3 is Kitchener. 
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APPENDIX IV 

INTERURBAN DISTANCES. (MILES) 

Hamilton London Toronto Brantford Kitchener 

Hamilton X 

London 78 X 

Toronto 42 114 X 

Brantford 26 57 65 X 

Kitchener 36 65 69 26 X 

All distances were obtained from fhe Ontario 1971 Official Road Map. 
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.~PENDIX V - COMPUTER ALGORITHM 

REGRES~ION ANALYSIS DEVELOPED BY V.ZACHOWSKI 
PROGRAM·.TST CINPUTtOUTPUTtPUNCH~TAPE5=INPUT,TAPE6=0UTPUTl 

V ·rs AN N·BY 1 VECTORt X IS ANN BY M MATRIX, A IS· AN M BY 1 VECTOR 

N IS THE NUM8ER OF ROWS tN Y AND X 
M IS THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN X AND ROWS IN BETA 
J IS AN .INDICATOR. IF J =1 THEN THE PROGRAMME WILL PRINT XTXtGtAND 

BETA-HAT. IF J=2 THE PRdGRAMME WILL OMIT PRINTING THEM. 
JJ=l SIGNIFIES THAT THE MEAN IS IN THE MODEL. JJ=2 SIGNIFIES THAT 
THE MEAN lS NnT IN THE ~nDEL 
IF JJJJ=l 1HEN AN HYPOTHESIS IS TO 8E TESTED IF IS IS ESTIMABLE. 
l.F JJJJ=-2 THEN NO HYPOTHESIS IS TO RE TESTED • 
NJ IN THE SUBROUTINES SIGNIFIES WHICH COLUMN OF Xl IS BEING USED • 

PROBLEM-TO SOLVE Y=XB FOR B 

DIMENSION 8ETAC12ltXTC2200),GC144ltiROWC2200),ICOLtl2l,IWORKC12), 
2JWORK·<l?ltXGC144ltXGXTXC144ltXAGAC144),X~ETAC200l,XTXC144ltAC2?00) 
~tYC?00)tXC??00),YXC?~00)tUNC?00),X1C??00)tSFRCJ?lt8FTATC1?ltTSSCll 
4 t SSM C 1 ) tE C 2 0 0 ) , Z C 2 0 0 ) , V R C 1 4 4 l , ~ V C 1 2 ) , R A C 14 4 ) , Y XS C 1 3 ) , Y X ME AN ( 1 3 ) , 
6AC2500),VAC0(170),VC13),SDC13),SEC13),RC170),XTYC12). 
REAcr(5~801) N,M,J,JJ . 

801 FORMATC4I5) 
READ IN Y AND X ROWWISE 

DO 2 I= 1, N 
K=l 
KK=CM-l)*N+I 

? RFAnC~tAO?) YCKl,(XCTXltiX=K•KKtM) 
802 FORMATC1XtF9elt6FlO.l,/t6Fl0.1) 

TRANSPOSE OF XtXTt IS FOUND. · XT TS AN M AY N MATRIX. 

THF PR()DUCTS XTX CXT AND X) AND XTY CXT AMD· Y) ARF FOUND. 

CALL ~PRDCXT,XtXTX,M~N,O,O,~) 
CALL MPRDCXT,YtXTYtMtN,Q,Q,l) 

THE G-INVERSE OF ~TX IS FOUND• 
CALL GINVCXTX,R,G,M,M,IRANK,IROW,ICOL,IWORK,JWORK) 

A CHECK FOR ERROR IS MADE~ 
CALL M P R D C X T X , G , X G , M ,M , 0., 0 , M l 
C .A. L L M P R D (.X G , X T X , X GX T X , M , M t 0 , 0 , M ) 
CALL MSURCXr,XTX,XTX,XAr,A,MtMtO,Ol 

BETA-HAT, THE SOLUTION To Y=XB IS FOUND. 
BETA-HAT IS THE PRODUCT OF G·AND XTY. 

CALL MPRDCGtXTY,RETA,M,M,O,O,ll 
CALL MPRDCXtBETA,XRETAtNtM~Q,O,l) 
PRINT ~0~ 

~08 FOR~ATCIHl•* Y VECTOR *tlOXt* Y ESTIMATES*/) 
DO 10 l=l•N 
·K= I 

10·WRITE(6,905) Y.CKltXBETACK) 
PRINT AOQ 

AOQ FORMAT. ClH-•* X MATRIX */) 
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DO 20 I=l;~ 

I(= I 
KK=CM-ll*N+I. . 

20 WRITE (6,Q05) CXCIX)tiX=KtKK~N) 
Q04 FOR~ATC~F?O.~) 

THE AAillTY TO PRINT OUT XTXtGt AND BETA IS PROVIDED BY THE FOLLOWING 
SECTION OF THE PROGRAMME~ 

GO TOCllt1?.lJ 
11 PRI~T A0'3 

R03 FORMAT(1H1t* XTX */) 
DO '3 l=ltM 
K=I 
KK=CM-l)*M+I 

'3 WRJTFC6,Q0~) CXTXCTXlttX=~tKKtMl 
90~ FORMATC5F20e5l 

PR!MT R04 
A04 FOR~ATCIH-,~ GENERALIZ~D INVERSE OF XTX */) 

DO 4 I=ltM 
K=I 
KK= C r-1-1) *M+ I 

4 WRITEC6;904l CGCIGltiG=KtKKtM) 
PRif\lT 805 

~0~ FORMATCIH-•* BETA-HAT,SOLUTION nF Y=XB */) 
nn q T=ltM 
1<=1 . 
PUNCH 910tBETACKltK 

910 FORMATCF20.5~55Xtl5l 
9 WRITEC6t904) BETACKl 

GO TO 12 
1? CONTINUF 

GO TO C55t65)JJ 
65 XN=N 

Nf\A=N*M 
MM=~ 

M=M+l 
M2=M*M· . 
DO 75 l=ltNM 

75 XlCil=X"Cil 
GO TO 85 

~~ CALL CCUTCXt2tUNtX1tNtMt0l 

x~·=N 

MM=~-1 
M2=~*M 

Y AND Xl ARE ADJOINED TO FORM YX AN N BY M MATRIX 

85 CA(L CTIECYtXltYXtNtltOtOtM~l 
PR I "IT ~06 

806 FOR~ATClHlt*AUGMFNTED MATRIX COMPOSED OF Y AND Xl*/1 
PRINT 814 

~14 FORMATC1H-•* Y VECTOR Xl MATRIX*/) 
DO 13 I=ltN 
K=I 
KK:Mt.ft*l\.1+ T 

13 W~TTS(6,815) CYXCIXltTX=KtKKtNl 
815 FORMATCF20.5,5Xt5F20.5) 
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THE FOLLOWING PART OF THE PROGRAMME COMPUTES STANOARD·STATIST!CS FOR 
COLUMNS OF AN AUGMENTED MATRIX ~OMPOSED OF Y AND XltPART OF THE MATRIX X 
IN COMPUTING THE CO~RELATION MATRIX CARE MUST AE TAKEN THAT THE 
THE DENOMINATOR IN THE CORRELATION EXPRESSION NOT BE ZERO. THE 
DENO~I.NATOR WILL ONLY B~ ZERO ~HEN nNE 0~ THE V~RIANCES IN~OLVED IS 
ZERO WHICH IMPLIES A CbLU~N OF CONSTANT TERMS IN THE Y OR ·x MATRIX. 
IF Y WERE TO BE COMPOSED OF CONSTANTS, SAY t,. THEN THE MODEL WOULD 
REDUCE TO Y=ZV, ZV A tOLU~N VECTOR COMPOSED OF z. THE ONLY CONSTANT TERM 
OR COLUMN IN THE X MATRIX OR DESIG~ SPACE IS THE FIRST COLUMN OF.ONES 
INDICATING THE MEAN I~ IN THE MOb~L. THE PROGRAMME BELOW OMITS THIS 
COLUMN WHEN. CALCULATING THE CORRELATIONS. 
IN AN X MATRIX OF ACTUAL OBSERVATIONS IF THE I-TH COLUMN WERE CONSTANT, 
~AY EACH TERM ·IN THE COLUMN WAS EQUAL TO zz, THtN THE TERM R(!lXCI) IN THE 
MODEL COULD RE AMALGAMATED WITH TH~ MEAN TERM IN THE MODEL AND THUS . . 
NO COLUMN OF THE INPUT MATRIX WOULD HAVE A ZERn VARIANCE. 

UN IS A VECTOR COMPOSED OF ONES• THE VARIANCE,STANDARD DEVIATION AND 
STANDARD ERROR OF THIS COLUMN OF X ARE ALL ZERO • 

. CALL STATSCYXtYX~EANtYXS,A,VACO,VtSDtSE,RtN,XN,M,M~,M2l 
MML=~,.,I\A-1 

GO TO C~5~,6~~JJJ 

655 "'l=MM 
555 CALL ANOVACY,XltXTY,BFTA,RFTAT,TSStSSM,SS£tSSP~tSSLF,PPtNtMl 

Xr<=M 
GO TO C35,45lJJ 

3 5 , X M S S = C Y X S C 1 l * * '2 >. I X N 
TSSC=T.SSCll--X~SS 
SSMC=SSMCll~XMSS 

XXMSS=XMSS 
I·FCXK.EQ.l.OJGO TO 111 
XMS~C=SS~C/(XK-1.0) 

Go .ro 45 
111 .XMSN1C=SSMC 

45 XMS~=SSM(l)/XK 
XMSE=SSF/CXN-XK> 
tFCPP-"XK.LT.l.OlGO .TO 112 
XMSLF=SSLF/CPP-XKl 

11, I~CXN-PP.LT.l.Ol~n Tn 11~ 

XMSPE=SSPE/ C Xr--1-PP) · 
113 XMSPE=O.O 

IFCSSPE.EQ.O.O.OR.XN-PP.LT.l.OeOR.PP-XK.LTeleOlGO TO 115 
FLF;:XMSLF/XMSPE 
Gt:'l TO 12c; 

11c; PRINT R.?A 
A?6 FnP~ATClHl~*AQFOUACY nF MODFL CAMNOT P~ CHErKFO*/l 
125 IFCJJ.GT.llGn TO 116 

FMl=~XMSS/X~SE 
FMC=XMSMC/XMSF .: 

116 FM2=XMSM/XMSE 
CALL SMPYCGtX~SEtVB,Mt~,O} 
CALL DCPYCVB,BV,M,O) 
PQTNT A4t; 

645 FORMATC1Hl,*STANDARD ERRORS OF RFGRESSION COEFFICENTS*/) 
DO 77 1=1,-M. 
SEBCTj=SQRTCBVCll~/SQRTCXNJ 

77 WRITEC6tQ04lSEB(J) · 
M3=M*M 
DO 67 I=l,M 
K=O 
DO 67 l<K=I,M3,M 



PR!f\!T · 69 

69 FORMAT(IH-~*THE CORRELATION MATRIX 0~ TH~ REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS* 
. 1/ >. 

LL=M-1 
DO 68 l=l~M 
KK=M•LL+I . 

6 A .1// Q IT F C n ' ~ 61. l C R P ( I A l ' I ~:::: I ' K K ' ~~ J 
R91 FOR~AT(~F20~5l 

~Ml=l 
MM2=M-1 
MM3=N-M 
MM4=PP-XK 
M~S=XI\!-PP 

MM6:f\1-J 
~/RTTECnt700) 

700 FORMATC1Hlt/115Xt* ANALYSIS OF VARIANCF TABLE*//////) 
WRITE(6,710l 

710 FORMATC4X,* SOURCE *t4X,* D.F.*,l6X,* S•S•*,21X,* ~·1•S•-*,2ox,*F-
1STATISTICS*////J 

WRITEC6,720l M,SSM(ll,XMSM,FM2 
720 FORMATClXt* MODEL*~9X,I7,12X,F14.5,12X,Fl~.5,15X,Fl4.5i//l 

TFCJJaGT.l)Gn TO 118 
WRITFC6t7~0} ~MltX~SStXX~SS,F~1 

730 FORMATC4Xt* MEAN*,8X,I7,13X,Fl4.5,13X,Fl4.5,15X,F13.5,//l 
WRTT~C6,740) MM2,SSMC,XMS~C,FMC 

740 FORMATC4Xt* MODfLCCFMl *,I7,13X,F14~5,13X,Fl4.5,15X,Fl3.5,//l 
118 WRITEC6t750l MM3tSSEtXMSE 
750 FORMATClXt* RESIDUAL*•6~,!7,12X,Fl4.5,12X,Ft4.5,//l 

JJJ=l SIGNIFIES THAT THE F RATIO XMSLF/XMSPE IS NOT AVAILABLE• 
J J J = 2 S I G N I F I E S THAT THE F R A .T I a· I S A V ·" I LAB l F • 

JJJ=l 
IFCPP-XKeLT.l.OlGO TO 212 
IFCXN-PP.LT.1.0lGO T0.214 
IFCXMSPE.EQ.Q.O)GO TO 216. 
WRITFC6~701l MM4~SSLFtXMSLFtFLF 

701 FORMATC4Xt* LACK OF FIT *•I7,1~X,Fl4.5,l~X,Fl4.~,I5X,Fl3.5,//) 
WRTTF(6,711) MM~,SSDE,X~SPE 

711 FORMATC4X•* PURE ERROR *•I7tl3X,FI4.5tl;X,Fl4e5t//) 
GO TO 215 

212 WRITEC6t72ll MM4,SSLF 
721 FORMATC4X'* LACK OF FIT *•I7tl3X,Fl4.5t//l 

IFCXN-PP.GE.1.0lGO TO 21; 
WRITEC6t73ll ~M5,SSPE 

7~1 FOR~ATt4X,* PURE ERROR *•f7,13X,Fl4a5~//) 
G·o rn .?.17 

213 WRITFC6,711) .MM5,SSPE,XMSPE 
Gn T(") ?17 

214 WRITEC6t741) MM4,SSLFtXMSLF 
741 FORMATC4X'* LACK OF FIT *•I7t13X,Fl4e5t13Xt~l4•St//} 

WRITEC6t731l MM5,SSPE 
GO TO 217 

216 WRITE(6,741l MM4,SSLFtXMSLF 
WRITFC6t71J) MM~tSSPE'X~5PE 

Gn Tn 211 
21c; KC=PP-XI<' 

.KV=XN-PP 
CALL MDFDCFLFtKCtKVtPtTER> 
P=l.O-P 
J.JJ=JJJ+l 
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?17 PRINT 551 . . . · 
c; c; 1 · ,::-nPM ,AT ( 1 H- t *----------~----. ~----------~~----~-.----------------:-

1--~-----"':""":_----------~-=--~------------:-·-----...;.-------------~--~-------* ) 
·wRITEC6t7~0) NtTSSCll . 

760 IP~~~I&t~ilG~of&Lt 1 ~x,r7,t2x,F~4.5,,,, 
WRITEC6t770) ~~ltXMSS . 

770 FORMATC4Xt* MFAN*t8Xtl7tl3XtF14.~t//) 
WRITEC6t780) MM6tTSSC 

7QO FnR~ATC4Xt* TnTAL(CFMl *•l7tl~X.F14e5tl/) 

119 GO TO C2l~t219lJJJ 
2Jq PRINT 751 
751 FORMATClH-t*TEST FOR ADEQUACY OF MODEL CIF APPLICABLE)*//). 

WR!TEC6t790l FLFtP 
790 FORMATClH-:t*PROBABILI~Y OF OBTAINING AN F-VALUE EXCEEDING *.,Flo.s, 

·1* IS *•FlO.St//) 
PRINT 84 

84 FORMATClH~t*OTHER F-PROBABILITlES OF POSSIBLE INTEREST*) 
CALL MDFDCF~2t~t~M3tP2,I~R) 
P~=l·O-P2 
WRITEt-6~7901 FM2tP2 
IF(JJ.NE.l) GO TO 218 
IFCXK.EQ.1.0) GO TO ~IR 
CALL MDFDCFMCt~M2t~M3tP3tiER) 
P3=1.0-P3. 
WR!T~(6,70Q) FM(,P~ 

218 CO".fTINUE 
RS=SSM(ll/TSSC"l) 
OS:SS~(l)/(TSSCll-SSDEl 

WRTTEC6t~00l RS9QS 
500 FORMATrlH-,*COEFF. OF DETERMINATION *tF1Q.5,* MODIFIED COEFF. Of 

lDETE~~TNATION4tF10.~) 
GO TO C?2t23)JJ 

22 RS~=SSM('/TSSC 
QS~=SSMC/CTSSc~SSPEl 

WRTTFCf.,t510) RSMtOSM. 
510 FORMATClH-t*COEFF. OF bET. CCFM1 *tFl0.5,* ·MODIFIED toEFF. OF 

tbET~ CCFM) *•Fl0.5l 
2'3 CONTINUE 

IF(XN-PPeLT.l.OeCR·X~SpE.Eo~O.~} GO TO 123 
CALL SREDCY,XBETAtXMSPE,E,z,N,~UMtZZKl 
Gn rn 1'~ 

123 CALL SR~DCY,XB~TAtXMSF,EtZtNtSUM,ZZKl 
12·4 CnNT I NUF 

CALL SPLnTCXRFTAtEtN~l) 

WRTTE(6,?20) . 
220 FORMATClH-,*GRAPH OF RESIDUALS VFRSUS Y ESTTMATES*/l 

STOP . 
END 
SURROUTINE ANOVACY,XltXTY~RETA,RFTATtTSS,SS~~SSEtSSPEtSSLF,PP,N,M) 
DIMENSION Y<lltXl~lltXTYCl>•BETACl~•AETATCl)tTSS(.J),SSMCl>. 
NN=N-1 . 
CALL MATACY,TSStNtltnl 
CALL ~TRACBETA,RETAT•MtltO) 
CALL MPRDCRETAT,XTY,SSM,l,M,O,O,ll 
SSE:TSSCii-SSM(l) 
PP=I\1 
SSPE=O.O 



~ . 

c 
( 

SSLf=SSE~SSPE 
. RETURN . 

E·ND 
SU~ROUTJNE .GINV fAtB,GtM,N,IRANK,IROWtiCOL,JWOR~,JWORKj 
DIME~SION ACl),R(l),Gfl>~IROWCll,ICOLCl),JWO~K(ll9JWORKCl) 

CHE"C'< D I r-AE~tS InNS 
IF(MeLT•l·OR•N•LT·ll GO TO qQ 
EPS=l·E-14 

COPY ~AT~IX A TO B 
. NM=N*M. 
_00_10 I=ltNM. 

10 BCil=ACI) 
FIND RANK , PASIC ROWS, RASIC COLS nF B 

CALL MFG~(R,M,N,EPS,IRANK•IROW•ICOLl 
SAVE NONSINGULAR ~!NOR IN 8 

DO 20 I=l,IRA"-!K 
DO 20 J=J,IRANK 
IA=lROWCtl+CICOLCJl-l)*M 
IB=I+(J~ll*IRANK 

?.0 RCI~l=ACIA.l 
FINb INVFRSF OF B 

CALL MJNVCP•TPANK,n,YwnR~,JWnqK) 
CLFAR G MATRIX 

. _DO 30 I=ltNM 
. ~0 GCil=O. 

INSERT APPROPRIATE ELEMENTS OF 8 INTO G FOR -GENERALISED INVERSE 
o·o 4 0 I= 1 ' IRAN I( 
DO 40 J=l,IRAr--.tK 
I~=J+(J-ll*TRANK 
IG=ICOLCJl+C!ROWCil-ll*N 

· 40 G C I G l = 8 C.I A l 
GO Tn 100 

90 I·RAI\IK=-1 
100 RETURN 

E~D-

SU8ROUTINF SPLOTCXltYtN•Nj) · 
DI~F:NS!nf\l Xl C 1 l ,y(l) 
K = ( "-' J -1 ) * M + 1 
K K = ~-' J * "' 
DO 1 f=K•KK 
CALL PLOTPT<XlCJJ,YCI),4) 

1 CONTINUE 
CALL OUTPLT 
qETUR"l 

, · F~1n 

SURROUTINF SREDCYtX~ETA,XME,E,Z,NtSU~,zZ~l 
·.DIMENSION YCl>,XBFTACll•E<lltZ<Il 

CALL MSUBCY,XBETA,E'N'l'O,Ql 
SX=SORTCX~E) . 
CALL SDIVCE,SXtZtN•ltO) 
PR!I\JT A07 . 

~07 FnRMATClHl•* THE VECToq OF RESIDUALS *'2QX•* THE VECTOR OF STANDAR 
lDTZFD RFSIDUALS*/) 
·on 7'? T=1 •"' 

PUNCH 5RO,ECil,ZCil,I 
~RO-FnRMATCF15~5,10X,Fl~.5,3~X,I5) 

72 WRITEC6•520) ECT>,ZCI> 
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.520 FORMATCF15.5,45X~F1~.5) 
SUM:O.O 
DO 74 I=l'N 
·su~=SU~+F.CI) 

74 CO~lT 1 "-'UE 
W~TT~C~t~AO) SUM 

560 FORMATCIH~'* THE SUM OF· THE· RESIDUALS IS *tF20e5l 
ZKOUNT=O.O 
DO 73 l=ltN 
IFCA8SCZCill.GT.?.Ol GO TO 5~0 
c;o rn 5'50 

530 WRITEC6t540l I 
540 FORMATCIHO,* THE ABS. VALUE OF ZC*tl3t*) IS GREATER THAN 2*) 

ZKOUNT=ZKnUNT+1.0 
550 CONTINUE 

73 CONTINUE 
ZZK=Z~nUNT*lOO.O/FLnATCNl 
WRIT~c,,c;7Q) Z~l( 

570 FORMATClH~,* THE PERCFNTAGE OF STANDARDIZFD RESIDUALS WITH ABSOLUT 
lE VALUE GREATER THAN 2 IS *'F20.5l 
.RFTURN • 
END 
SUBROUTINE STATSCYXtYXMEANtYXStAtVACOtVtSDtSEtRtNtXNtMtMMtM2> 
bi~ENSION YXClltYXMEANClltYXSClltAClltVACOClltV(lltSDCll,SECllt 

lR(l) 
CALL CSUMCYXjYXStNtM,O) 
CALL· SntVCYXStXNtYXMEANtl•MtOl 
PRINT 81.6 

Al6 FORMATClH-•*~EAN OF EACH COLUMN OF AUGMENTED MATRIX*/) 
WRITEC6t82C) l' CYXr.iEA.NC TSl, 15=1 tMl 

825 FOR~ATC1HO,F20.5,5X~5F20.5) 
DO 200 K=.ltM 
KK=CK-ll*l\l+1 
KN=K*t\1 
DO 200 I =·I(K' KN 
ACJ)=CYXCI>-YXMEANCKll/SQRTCXN-1.01 

?00 CnNT I 1\IUt 
CALL TPRDCA,AtVACO•N•M•O,O,Ml 
PRINT 810 

810 FORMATClH-t*VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX*/} 
DO 70 !=ltM 
K=I 

. KK=~A*MM+ T 
70 WRtTFC~tA11) CVArOCTV),!V=K•KK•M) 

811 FORMATCIH0t5F25el0) 
CALL DCDYCVAto,v,~,O) 

PRINT Al'3 
A13 FORMATClH-t*VARIANCE OF EACH COLUMN OF AUGMENTED MATRIX*/) 

WRITE<6~P?5) CV(JV)tiV=ltM) 
DO 40 l=ltV 
SI")(Tl=StJRTCVCTll 
SECil=SDCil/SQRTCXNl 

40 CO".ITT "IUF 
PRINT 818 . 

818 FOR~ATC1H-t*STANDARD DEVIATION OF COLUMNS OF AUGMENTED MATRIX*) 
.. WRJTE(6 •A~':i r ( SDC IS)• IS=l •M) 

Pl:?_r'NT ~1Q 
AlQ FORMATCJH-t*STANDARD ERROR OF EACH COLUMN OF AUG~ENTED MAtRIX*) 

WRITE<6•A25) CS~CISltiS=l~Ml 
n~.60 T=l•~ · 
1(:0 
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0 v. K \ " "' I = v A\... 0 \ " K 1 i :.5 I .J I'( I ' v ( 1 I 'i\- v ( K I 1 
PRI~T Al2 

812 FORMATCIHlt*CORRFLATIO~ MATRIX*/) 95 
DO A.O T=1tM 
'<'=T 
KK=~"*MM+J 

80 WRTTEC6,.811l. CRCIR),IR=K,KKtM) 
RFTURN 
END 

6400 END OF RECORD 

cDtor 043o 
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